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Salmi presented with SU proposal
SU pro[XJses chunge in howfunds are allocated to student activities
Christina Hynes
News Editor
A proposal to change the system by which student organizationsareallocated money has been
passed by the Student Union and
given to Rev. Richard P Salmi, SJ.,
vice president for student affairs,
for review.
"The proposal has nothing to
do with money but rather the system of how the money will be allocated," said john Cranley, president of the Student Union.
The Student Union
wants to give student organizations a voice in
how the money is distributed to the different
organizations, Cranley
said.
Currently, the
money is allocated by Lisa
Heckman, director of Student Activities.
"There seems no reason why
the current status quo should be
ke t," Cranle said. "There i not
onejesuitschoolthatweloo edat
that did not give students a say in
where the money goes."
Cranley added that this is by
no means an attack on any one
individual but rather "an issue of
student rights."
Attached to the proposal submitted to Salmi was a crossanalysisof the budgeting process of U.S.
jesuit institutions. All of the
schools, including Boston College,
Fordham University and Fairfield
University, have some sort of student input in the allocation process.
For the last few years, a budget
was submitted to Salmi by
Heckman. In turn,Salmiallocated
the appropriate amount for
Heckman. Then that amount is
allocated tothedepartmentheads,
said Heckman.
"[Salmi] gives one lump sum to
me [to be distributed to all the organizations,]" said Heckman.
"Then we look at all the charters
and what services are required
that need theallocationsof funds"
According to Heckman, in the
beginning of the calendar year,
letters are sent out to all the organizationsinorderforthem tosubrn it a request for a budget Then,
Heckman divides the money
among the d ifferen torgan izations.
"All organizations now have
the opportunity to express what
they feel their [monetary] needs
are for the coming year," she said.
According to the proposal, in
the past there has been a Student
Activities Budget Board (SABB)
which held the authority to appropriate the university funding
to the organizations. The committee consisted of the Vice President for Student Affairs, the Dean
of Students, a member of the faculty, the SU President, the SU Vice
Presidentandastudentappointed

by the SU President. According to
Heckman, that was eliminated
once the Director of Student Activities position was created.
"Before I carne, there was never
a Director of Student Activities"
she said. "Once my position wa's
created, it changed and [allocatingfundstostudentorganizations]
became one of my responsibilities."
The proposal aims to change
university policy by reinstating
the SABB and creating a
House of Representatives
within the SU.
If the proposal is
adopted without any
changes, all university
subsidies to SU chartered
organizations will be by
finalapprovalof theSUSenate and House of Representatives.
The appropriation must include
all universitymoneyappropriated
to organizations with the exceptionoftheCarrol!News. T hewtal
amount of funding wtll be determined by the Vice President for
Student Affairs. This process will
be expedited by the formation of
theSABB.
According to the proposal, the
SABB will consist of five students,
three appointed by the SU Senate,
and two by the SU House of Representatives,along with two administrators, the Director of Student
Activities and the Director of Residence Life.
"This is not something that
hasn't been done before," said
Cranley. "We are the last school to
have this go through."
Essentially, Cranley said, organizations will ask the SABB for a
certain amount of funds. The
SABB will come up with a proposed budget, including the reasonswhythemoneywasallocated
where it was, and present it to the

Senate and House of Representatives four SU meetings before the
budget is due. But, Cranley said,
the final say goes to the student

body.
"In four weeks, we can change
the proposal in any way, shape or
form as long as it passes [in both
the Senate and House of Representatives,]" he said. "If at the end
of four weeks there is no agreement, the original proposal will
stand."
The proposal tochange university policy was written by 12 representativesofjohnCarollstudem
organizations. Thecommitteewas
formed by Cranley and has been
meeting since October.
"We met about once a week
starting about four weeks before
Christmas break," said Bridget
Garvin, former co-president of Pi
Sigma Phi and member of the committee.
According to Aaron Marinelli,
so homore cl.a
· 1d e n and
member of the committee, this
proposal has been in the works for
at least two years.
"This version is revised, very
revised," Marinelli said.
Once the proposal was complete, the committee held a meeting with all the presidents of the
student organizations in order to
introduce the proposal.
"The reaction was really good.
Everyone seemed to be in favor of
the proposal," Garvin said. "That
really showed at the Student
Union meeting; it seemed everyonewhoattended was in support."
According to Cranley, at
Tuesday's Student Union meeting,
when the proposa 1was passed, the
attendance was overwhelming.
AccordingtoSalmi,hereceived
the proposal Tuesday morning and
has read it briefly.
see PROPOSAL, page 3

Renovations progress on the Administration Building.

Education dept gets face-lift
Carolyn Sprague
Staff Reporter
The department of education,
located on the third floor of the
Administration Building, is undergoinga renovation project that
will provide a better learning environment for students and a better advising envi ronment for
teachers, said Kathy Roskos, chairperson of the department.
"The old design was very congested, but there is a tremendous
amount of space to work with,"
said Roskos. "The renovation will
create a more inviting environment for faculty and students."

Kristie Kontak, sophomore
education major agreed. "The education department did not have
much space," Kontak said. "It was
too crammed."
Funding for the renovation is
being provided by a grant from
the Department of Defense received in November of 1994.
Thegrantwasgivenas part of a
program designed to bnng military people who left the service to
teach in urban schools and as a
commitment to develop stronger
math and science programs, said
Kathleen Manning, assistant
see EDUCATION, page 3

Capital campaign raises $54 million in five years
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
john Carroll University recently completed a five-year ca pital campaign, terminating with a
record-breaking $54 million.
"Every institution has an annual fund raiser to supplement its
operating budget," said Paul Kantz,
vice president for development.
"When you have a special occasion that requires you to raise
money for capital improvements
[e.g. new buildings and building
renovation)and endowments, you
package it intoacampaign.ltgives
it a focus."
The original goal for the campaign was to raise $40 million,said
Kantz. However, following a $10
mill ion endowment gift from the
FJ. O'Neill Foundation, the goal
was raised to $50 million midcarnpaign,Kantzsaid. Atthecon-

elusion of the campaign last December, $54,293,783 had been
raised, he said.
Everyone in the John Carroll
community will benefit from the
success of the campaign, Kantz
said.
For instance, in the past five
years more than $14 mtllion was
used to improve cam pus facilities.
The O'Malley Center for Communications and Language Arts, a $7
million project, was completed
last year. Further, a $6.8 million
addition and renovation of the
Grasselli Library was recently
completed.
About $500,000 in improvements were made to the athletic
facilities during the last five years.
In addition to the construction of
dugouts and permanent stands, a
permanent irrigation system was
installed in the varsity baseball

diamond. The Ralph Vince Firness Complex was also bui It, providing theJCU community with
a state-of -the-art weight-training
and fi mess center.
The campaign also raised $1.7
million for the science department. More than $600,000 in
equipment was purchased for the
chemistry, biology and physics
departments, and a $1 million-plus
endowment was created to repair
and replace the equipment as
needed, Kantz said.
"This is a big step in modernizing our teaching and research
labs," he said. "lf you want to stay
state-of -the-an, you also have to
have an endowment ro produce
the income to keep up with current technology."
Kantz said one of the rnajor reasons for the campaign was to increase endowmenl In 1990, en-

dowment to the university was
$20 million, and at the end of the
campaign last year, the endowment increased to $60 million,
Kantz said.
"It was a combination of gifts
and investment growth that
helped us to grow from $20 to $60
million,"Kantzsaid. He added that
this large endowment placesJCU
among the top 250 four-year universities in the country with the
largest endowments
Much of the university's endowment is used to fund its scholarship programs, Kantz said. "We
started 15 new scholarship funds
over the course of the campaign,"
he said.
According to John Gladstone,
dean of Admissions and Financial Aid, increases in financial aid
funding have helped the universee CAMPAIGN, page 2
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job hunting 101 SABB: Better read between the lines
Cherie Skoczen

James Aurlcchlo

Ass1stant News Editor

Managtng Editor

More than 50 employers will be at John
Carroll on Monday, Feb. 5 to talk with students at the annual Career Information
N1ght.
"Career Information Night is a chance
for employers to come to campus and talk
with students," said Murphy Residence Hall
Director Heather Tucker at a Career Infor·
mation ight preparation workshop earlier th\S week.
"It's for all students of all majors," Tucker
said. "Some think it's just for business majors, but it's not. All students can attend."
Representatives from companies such
as CompuServe,Dillard Department Stores,
Inc., Ernst& Young L.LP.,FINAST, Inc., Lady
Foot Locker and Prudential Insurance will
be at Career Night. It will take place in the
SAC Conference Room and the Murphy
Room on Monday from 7 p.m. to 9 p m.
Career Night JS a good way for students
to gather information, ask questions and
make contacts with employers, Tuckersatd.
"Some of the employers will be looking
for students for internships and co-op opportunities," said jeff Orzolek, Sutowski
Residence Hall director and intern in the
Student Career Development Center. "If you
have a resume, be sure to bring it," he said
Students who need help wrtting the1r
resumes or who would like them critiqued
can make an appointment in JCU's Co-op
Office, located in the Student Career Development Center next ro the tennis courts.
Theattireforthe night should be"dressycasual," Tucker said She said seniors looking for a long· term jobormternshipshould

This is part one in a two part commentary on the Student Union's proposal toreform the Student Activities Budget Board.

probably wear suits. "But if you don 't have
a suit, wear pants and a sport coat or a skltt
and blazer," she said. "Wearthe best thing in
your closet that fits you well."
Tucker satd the Career Office wants
sophomores and freshmen to attend Career
Night, and students should not bediscour-

CAMPAIGN·. Funds build endowment, improve facilities and enhance academic programs

The Student Union's proposal to reform
the Student Activities Budget Board should
be met with guarded optimism. While the

Commentary
administration mulls over its next move,
the chances of theSU's proposal passing are
hurt by its very own rhetoric.
It would be best to approach the proposal from two angles: first examine the
reasoning behind n (part one) and second,
examine the proposal itself (part two).
For a proposal that was two years in the
making, the reasoning behind it is shoddy
at besr. In fact, all four premises for the
proposal do not carry much logic or more
importantly enough impetus for a change.
·"A sense of connectedness with the University." The Union recommendation claims
that alienauon occurs when student funds
are controlled in bureaucratic channels. But
the proposal merely replaces a University
bureaucracy with a student one.
One majorcriticismof the Student Union
echoed over the years is that it is often
wrapped up in its own politics. If theSABB
proposal were accepted as is, there would
be even more internal politics ina machine
that already spins its own gears enough.
The bureaucracy that the proposal speaks
against (withoutdirectl y addressing itlconsists of two people: Rev. Richard Salmi, Sj.
and Lisa Heckman. The bureaucracy it pro-

continued from page 1
sity to better reach the financial need of
students. "Overthelastsixyears,ourscholarshrps and grants have gone up above the
increase in tuition," Gladstone said. He said

.. . . . .

poses is bicameral, with at least fifty people
coming between a budget request and its
final acceptance. This goal does not provide enough reasontochangefrom the current system either.
·'Thejesuiteducation mission of service."
When has theadministration(currentcontroller of the SAB) ever been against a mission of service? The publicity touted by the
school over such campaigns as "Project
Hope " is almost obnoxious. If JCU were a
parishioner, it would sit in the f rent row
and sing at the top of its lungs to make sure
God noticed it were a good Christian. Why
would the school ever cut programs that
make it so appealing to donors and prospectivestudents? Answer: it wouldn't. This
premise does not provide enough reason to
change from the current system.
·'The development of leadership skills."
How in God's name does this affect the
majority of the student body? Why should
the kid sitting in the basement of Dolan
playing "Century Club" care if the kid with
aspirations of being president gets to hone
his political persona? This could be perceived as a simple power trip for the membersof the Student Union and using this as
a premisefor forking over $60,000+ a year is
just stupid. It was the Student Union, you
will recall, that lost track of $21,000 at the
end of last year. (That's an expensive learning experience.) If you want practical leadership experience,join RO.T.C l n the meantime, keep the S.A.B. where it is.
·'A Greater sense of community and diaIogue among students." While President
John Cranley has done a solid job of
mainstreaming the SU., it still represents a

successful than the university anticipated. the Kresge Foundation during the camPuinno said George Sweeney, '55, An- paign, Kantz said. After meeting the chalthonyCulicchia, '64,and BillBradt,'69,the ' lenge to raise $1.4 million for science lab
three chairmen of the Alumni Assocation equipment and endowment,JCU received a
having a term during the campaign, were $280,000 grant from Kresge. The Kresge
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the staff
"Dress as well as possible for the ships to increase 8.5 percent next year.
and alumni to raise money.
clothes you have m your closet," she said.
junior Becky Kedzierski said she will
attend Career Ntght because she is not sure
what kind of career she wants after graduation. "l'm going to go so lean find out what
job possibilnies there are for me," she said.
"1'1 be graduatmg in May, and I'll be entering the work force," said Senior Demaka
Dav1s. "So I need some type of networking
to help me get a job."

"A lumni-giving increased substantially
duringthecourseofthecampaign,"Kantz
said. At the campaign's start, alumni were
giving $1.7 million, and alumni gave $3.8
million last year, Kantz said. "That's a big
jump," he said. "This year we expect to have
6,500 alumni donors." He said $4 million
in alumni donations is expected this year.
According to Donna Puinno, director of
funddevelopment,thecampaign was more

minority view. Evidence? When was the
last nme total ballots for Union executive
board members approached even half of
the total undergraduates? Thestudent body
simply does not care what goes on in the
Student Union office. Unfortunate, but true.
To place money on the table and expect
students to suddenly care is delusional at
best Which comes first the horse or the
carriage?
It may seem petty to attack the rhetoric
behmd this proposal, but the rhetoric
needed to be right on, and it wasn't. This
could hurt the SU's chances at gaining approval. The new plan itself is solid but not
thorough enough and without a good introduction it will not stand up to the
administration's scrutiny. Even if the
proposal wassimplymeant too pen doors it
is a little late in the Cranley administration
to present something of such magnitude as
a simple icebreaker, especially since the
decision probably won't be made by Salmi
alone. The SU would have been better served
if it avoided the nonsensical verbosity that
served as a preface to the proposal and instead stuck solely with the hard core facts
of it's cross analysis which provided SABB
information from the other jesuit universities.
Secondly, if the Student Union has a
problem with the way the current S.A.B. is
run then it should d1rectly address those
issues, don't side step the issue, meet it head
on. Instead we got two pages out of Monty
Python's Life of Brian: a proposal to resolve
to amend a recommendation to change the
recommendations of the board amending
the proposals.

Some of the campaign's major donors
includeJohnG.Breen, '56,whowasheadof
the Board of Trustees and campaign chairman, and John M. Boler, '56, who gave a
large, unrestricted gift, Kantz said. The
Lombardo Student Center was named for
Boler'slatefather-in-law, OJ. Lombardo, and
the library's Breen Learning Center was
named for john and Mary jane Breen.
The university received two grants from
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the library after the university met the
challenge to raise $1.6 millon.
"T hese are nationally competitive
grants," Kantz said. "They only fund 15
percent of their applicants, so to get two
[grants] from thefoundarionshows that the
Kresge Foundation thinkshighlyof us and
our fund raising abillties."
"We've also increased the membership
in our largest donor group, the President's
Forum," Kantz said. Membersofthisgroup
commit to donate $5,000 or more
on a continual annual basis, he
said.
Membership in the
President's Forum has grown from
50 members to 130 members over
the last five years.
The university president is the
chief salesman for the school in
terms of soliciting support, Kantz
said. "Fr. [Michael j.] Lavelle, Sj.,
did an outstanding job in cultivating and soliciting major gift
support," said Kantz.
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PROPOSAL
continued from page 1
"At initial reading, it doesn't
look unreasonable," he said. "I
think there is plenty of room for
my office to talk with students
about the manner in wh1ch organizations are funded "
However, Salmi said he thmks
some thmgs included in the proposa l are not in the best interest of
the university or the students of
the university.
"They are trying to organize
some rights that l don't think are
theirs," Salmi said. "They are trying to concentrate a lot of power
and authority where I'm not sure
there is a system of checks and
balances."
Salmi also said that if the SU is
going to change the whole foundation of student government, it
should be put to a vote rather than
an appendix on a proposal.
"If there is going to be a fundamental change of the Student
Union ,it should come to a referendum vote of the entire student
body," he said. "I think the bigger
issue this raises for theaveragesrudent is what is our government
going to be and who will decide

EDUCATION
continued from page 1

diSCussed for a minimum of two
weeks."
Cranley added that if the proposalls in no way accepted, there
would be no need for the creation
of the House of Representatives.
The power of the House
1
of Representatives would
be limited to voting on the
money allocations and organization charters, Cranley said.
According to Cranley,
the next step is setting up a
meeting between Salmi
and the committee that
wrote the proposal in or·
der to dlSCUSS it.
"We have to find a time
when
the 12 of us are availJohn Cranley
able and set up an appointment," he said. "Then we'll
go from there ."
posal is for Salmi, not the student
Marinelli said he is hoping that
body.
both sides can come to a compro"When we talk to [Salmi], we mise.
don't talk about Student Union
"We gave the proposal and we
policies, we talk about University are hoping to receive a counter
policies," Cranley said. "lf [Salmi] proposal, marry them and move
agrees totheproposal,the[creation on from there," he said.
A II issues are to be resolved by
of the House of Representatives]
must be submitted to the Senate February 27, stared the approved
in amendment form and must be bill.

'The proposal has

nothing to do with

money but rather the

system of how the
money will be

allocated."

more authentic teaching situations to students through the use
of technology," added Roskos.
Junior education major and
President of the Student Education Association, julie Ambrose
said, "I think that such a renovation will clear the myth thatteachers are not professionals, and will
help to develop better teachers."
All members of the education
department had input intodesign,
said Roskos. "[t was a group effort," she said.

Even alumni have commented
that it is about time something is
being done, said Roskos.
"They're really looking forward
to a renovated area," Roskos said.
While the department is undergoing renovation, all offices
have been relocated to rooms below Kulas Auditorium.
Roskos, she said, does not find
the move tO be an inconvenience.
"We have accommodated very
well," said Roskos. "A big burden
did not result since rh ere were not

cha irperson of the education department.
"The grant will upgrade and
introduce technology into urban
schools andJCU," said Manning.
Roskos said there will be two
major benefits from the renovatlon. First, spaces for faculty offices as well as areas for students
tositand talk will be created. Also,
new conference rooms and teachl .
i
wmg
un
ergo
ng
renovaflon.•
"We are trying to better techAmbrose noted that the tern
nologically equip the education
porary move may be even more
department," said Roskos. "This
convenient "It is funny that the
will help to betterpreparejCU stutemporary arrangements are acdents for the future."
tually better than theorigina!conAmong the technological deditions,"
Ambrose said.
velopments is a viewing room
The
renovation
project is on
never
a
rennovation.
which is affiliated as part of the
"Renovation was long overdue schedule and is anticipated to be
military program, said Manning.
"The viewing room will be the for the [education] department," com plered for the classes in Summer Session 111996, said Roskos.
centralcoreforallof the computer said Roskos.
technology that will be used in
the education conference room,
the science buildingandsightsoff
campus," said Manning.
Roskos added, "This will be a
teachingconferencearea that will
accomodatenew technology such
as interactive video."
The viewing room is linked
with the science building in order
to eventually tie high school science instruction with what the
JCU science department is doing,
said Roskos.
The viewing room will then
enable john Carroll to link and
interact with two Cleveland area
highschools,John FKennedyand
Collinwood. As a result,JCU students will be able to talk tO high
school students, and professors
will be able to observe students
8m&e-f9T/J
teaching,and respond rapidly,said
Roskos.
4163 Mayfield Rd. & Villa
It creates a network of
interactivitythat breaks down the
South Euclid
barrier of distance between high
schools and]CU, said Roskos.
"We can now bring high
schools toJCU through the use of
technology," said Roskos.
Through telephone lines,
teaching experiences off -campus
will be projected onto television
monitors in the viewing room
These videos can then be put
Garlic
Butter • Parmesan
on CD-ROM and given to other
Side Of Garlic Dipping Sauce · Just Ask!
students as a teaching model.
"This is an attempt to bring

Nominations taken for SU offices
Nominations for executive offic.es in the Student
Union were taken at Tuesday's meeting. President john
Cranley nominated current D1rector of lmernal Affairs
Dorahce Tavola rio for president.
Cranley also nominated Aaron Mannelli, current
sophomore class president, for vice prestdent.
Current Vice President Bill Glunz nominated current
Chief justice Bishoy Mikhail for v1ce president.
Current Sophomore Class Senator Allison Strell
nominated current Director of Special Events Kate
Robinson for vice president.
Mikhail nominated current Sophomore Class Senator
Sherry M1khail for secretary.
Final nominations wtll be taken at next week's SU
meeting.
State Representative Campbell to speak
State Representativ jane amp bell will speak at a
polaical science forum today, at 4 p m. tn the OJ. Lombardo
Student Center Conference Room
It 1s frce and open to the public.
JCU assists £Jood victims
Members of the john Carroll Communtty will travel
to Pennsylvania on Sat., Feb. 3, to help Pittsburgh flood
victims. Anyone interested in helping should coma t Mark
Falbo in the Center for Community Service.
Contest held for Black History Monch
An essay and art contest is being sponsored for Black
History Month. Interested students, faculty and staff
shou ld wnte an essay or artistically depict the followmg
"How can black history serve as a catalyst m bridgmg the
gap between all cultures?''
A $100 first pnze and a $50 second-pnze wdl be
awa rded m bo th the essay and an ca t~r,or ic<; Fntr irs a r~
~~~~u~~- -~t~-·~· ;~

nx~~~~~~~JI~~~~~

Housing deposits due
Housing dcposns for next year JrC due March ll at 3
p.m. Deposas are $100
News Briefs were compiled by Che1·ie Shoczen,
editor.
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job hunting 101 SABB: Better read between the li.nes
Cherie Skoczen
Assistant News Editor
More than 50 employers will be at john
Carroll on Monday, Feb. 5 to talk with students at the annual Career Information
Night.
"Career Information Night is a chance
for employers to come to campus and talk
with students," said Murphy Residence Hall
Director Heather Tucker at a Career lnformat ion Night preparation workshop earlier this week
"It's for all students of all majors," Tucker
said. "Some think it's just for business rnajors, but it's not. All students can attend."
Representatives from companies such
as CompuServe,Dt!lardDepartmentStores,
lnc.,Ernst&:Youngl.LP.,FINAST,Inc.,Lady
Foot Locker and Prudemiallnsurance will
be at Career Night. Jt will take place in the
SAC Conference Room and the Murphy
Room on Monday from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Career Night is a good way for students
to gather information, ask questions and
make contacts with employers, Tucker said.
"Some of the employers will be lookmg
for students for internships and co-op opportunities," said jeff Orzolek. Sutowski
Residence Hall director and intern in the
StudentCareer Development Center. "If you
have a resume, be sure to bring it," he said.
Students who need help writing their
resumes or who would like them critiqued
can make an appointment in jCU's Co-op
Office, located in the Student Career Development Center nex1 to the tennis courts.
Theattireforthenightshould be"dressycasual," Tucker said. She said seniors looking fora long-term JOborinternshipshould

James Aurlcchlo
Managing Editor
This is part one in a two part com mentary on the Student Union's proposal to reform theStudentActivitiesBudgetBoard
The Student Union's proposal to reform
the Student Acuvities Budget Board should
be met with guarded optimism. While the

administration mulls over its next move,
the chances of the SU's proposal passing are
hurt by its very own rhetoric.
It would be best to approach the proposal from two angles: first examine the
reasoning behind It {part one) and second,
examine the proposal itself (part two).
For a proposal that was two years in the
making, the reasoning behind it is shoddy
at best. In fact , all four premises for the
proposal do not carry much logic or more
importantly enough impetus for a change.
·"A sense of connectedness with the University.' The Union recommendation claims
that alienation occurs when student funds
a recontrolled in bureaucratic channels. But
the proposal merely replaces a University
bureaucracy with a student one.
One majorcriticlsmof the Student Union
echoed over the years is that it is often
wrapped up in its own politics. If theSABB
proposal were accepted as is, there would
be even more internal politics in a machine
that already spins its own gears enough.
The bureaucracy that the proposal speaks
against(withoutdirectlyaddressingit)consists of two people: Rev: Richard Salmi, SJ.
and Lisa Heckman. The bureaucracy it pro-

poses is btcameral, with at least fifty people
coming between a budget request and Its
final acceptance This goal does not provide enough reason to change from the current system either.
·'Thejesuiteducationmissionof service.'
When hastheadministration (current controller of the SAB) ever been against a mtssion of service? The publicity touted by the
school over such campaigns as "Project
Hope" is almost obnoxious. 1f JCU were a
parishioner, it would sit in the front row
and sing at the top of its lungs to make sure
God noticed it were a good Christian. Why
would the school ever cut programs that
make it so appealing to donors and prospectivestudents} Answer: it wouldn't. This
premise does not provide enough reason to
changefrom the current system
·'The development of leadership skills'
How in God's name does this affect the
majority of the student body? Why should
the kid sitting in the basement of Dolan
playing"CenturyClub"care if the kid with
aspirations of being president gets to hone
his political persona? This could be perceived as a simple power trip for the members of the Student Union and using this as
a premise for forkingover$60,000+ a year is
just stupid. It was the Student Union, you
will recall, that lost track of $21,000 at the
end of last year. (That's an expensive learningexperience.) If you want practical leadershipexperience,join R.O.T.C.ln the meantime, keep the S.A.B. where it is
·"A Greater sense of community and diaIogue among students.' While President
john Cranley has done a solid job of
mainstreaming the SU., it still represents a

minority view. Evidence? When was the
last time total ballots for Union executive
board members approached even half of
the total undergraduates? The student body
simply does not care what goes on in the
Student Unionoffice. Unfortunate, but true.
To place money on the table and expect
students to suddenly care is delusional at
best. Which comes first the horse or the
carriage?
It may seem petty to attack the rhetoric
behind this proposal, but the rhetoric
needed to be right on, and it wasn't. This
could hun the SU's chances at gaining approval. The new plan itself is solid but not
thorough enough and without a good intraduction it will not stand up ro the
administration's scrutiny. Even if the
proposal was simp! y meant to open doors it
is a little late in the Cranley administration
to present something of such magnitude as
a simple icebreaker, especially since the
decision probably won't be made by Salmi
alone.TheSUwould have been better served
if it avoided the nonsensical verbosity that
served as a preface to the proposal and instead stuck solely with the hard core facts
of it's cross analysis which provided SABB
information from the other jesuit universities.
Secondly, if the Student Union has a
problem with the way the current S.A.B. is
run then it should directly address those
issues, don't sidestep the issue, meet it head
on. Instead we got two pages out of Monty
Python's Life of Brian: a proposal to resolve
to amend a recommendation to change the
recommendations of the board amending
the proposals.

probably wear suirs. "But if you don 't have CAMPAIGN·. Funds build endowment, improve facilities and enhance academic programs
a suit, wear pants and a sport coat or a skirt
and blazer," she said. "Wearthe best thing in continued from page 1
successful than the university anticipated. the Kresge Foundation during the camyour closet that fits you well"
sity to better reach the financial need of
Puinno said George Sweeney, '55, An- paign, Kantz said. After meeting the chalTucker said the Career Office wants students. "Over the last six years, our schol- thony Culicchia, '64, and Bill Bradt, '69, the ' lenge to raise $1.4 million for science lab
sophomores and freshmen to attend Career arships and grants have gone up above the three chairmen of the Alumni Assocation equipment and endowment,jCU received a
Night, and students should not be discour- increase in tuition," Gladstone said. He said having a term during the campaign, were $280,000 grant from Kresge. The Kresge
"'ll!ll!!!i!!!!!!P"'_.. ..W~~~~~~~~~~~~1"-..- ~--~.,.
~~--~~~~~~~~~~wkh the staff l?oundaton then gaove a $600,000 grant for
wear "Dress as well as possible for the ships to inc rease 8.5 percent next year.
and al umni to raise money.
the library after the university met the
"Al umni-giving increasedsubstantiall y
Some of the campaign's major donors challenge to raise $1.6 millen.
clothes you have in your closet," she said.
junior Becky Kedzierski said she will during the course of the campaign," Kantz include john G. Breen,'56, who was head of
"These are nationally competitive
attend Career N1ght because she is not sure said. At the campaign's start, alumni were the Board of Trustees and campaign chair- grants," Kantz said. "They only fund 15
what kind of ca reer she wants after gradu- giving $1.7 million, and alumni gave $3.8 man, and John M. Boler, '56, who gave a percent of their applicants, so to get two
at ion. "I'm going togo so lean find out what million last year, Kantz said. "That's a big large, unrestricted gift, Kantz said. The [grants]from thefoundation shows thatthe
.JOb possibihties there are for me: she sa id. jump," he said. "This year we expect to have Lombardo Student Center was named for Kresge Foundation thinks highly of us and
"1'1be graduating in May, and I'll be en- 6,500 alumni donors." He said $4 million Boler's latefather-in-law,DJ Lombardo, and our fund raising abilities."
tering the work force," said Senior Demaka in alumni donations is expected this year.
the library's Breen Learning Center was
"We've also increased the membership
Davis. "So I need some type of networking
According to Donna Puinno, director of named for john and Mary jane Breen.
in our largest donor group, the President's
to help me get a job."
fund development, the campaign was more
The university received two grants from Forum," Kantz said. Members of this group
commit to donate $5,000 or more
on a conti nual annual basis, he
said.
Members h ip in the
President's Forum has grown from
50 members to 130 members over
Exclusively for JCU Students!
the last £i ve years.
The university president is the
Late night munchies?
chief salesman for the school in
•
terms of soliciting support, Kantz
said. "Fr. [Michael Jl Lavelle, SJ.,
did an outstanding job in cultivating and soliciting major gift
support," said Kantz.
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PROPOSAL
continued from page 1
"At initial reading, it doesn't
look unreasonable ," he said. "I
think there IS plenty of room for
my office to talk with studen ts
about the manner in which organizations are funded."
However, Salmi said he thmks
some things included in the proposal are not in the best interest of
the umversity or the students of
the university.
"They are trying to organize
some rights that I don't think are
theirs," Salmi said. "They are trying to concentrate a lot of power
and authority where I'm not sure
there is a system of checks and
balances."
Salmi also said that if the SU is
going to change the whole foundation of student government, it
should be put to a vote rather than
an appendix on a proposal.
"If there is going to be a fundamental change of the Student
Union, it should come to a referendum vote of the entire student
body," he said. "I thi nk the bigger
issue this raises for the average student is what is our government
going to be and who will decide

EDUCATION
continued from page 1
chairperson of the education department.
"The grant will upgrade and
introduce technology into urban
schools andJCU," said Manning.
Roskos said there will be two
major benefits from the renovation. First, spaces for faculty offlees as well as areas £or students
tositand talk will be created. A!so,
new conference rooms and teach -

3

discussed for a mimmum of two
weeks."
Cranley added that if the proposal is in no way accepted, there
would be no need for the creation
of the House of Represen tatives
The power of the House
~'The proposal has
of Representatives would
be limited to voting on the
nothing to do with
money allocations and organization charters, Cranmoney but rather the ley said
According to Cranley,
the next step is setting up a
system of how the
meeting between Salmi
and the committee that
money will be
wrote the proposal in order
to discuss it.
allocated."
"We have to find a ume
john Cranley when the l2of usareavailableandset up an appointment," he said. "Then we'll
go from there."
posal is for Salmi, not the student
Marinelli said he is hoping that
body
both sidescan come to a compro"When we talk to [Salmi], we mise.
don't talk about Student Union
"We gave the proposal and we
policies, we talk about University are hoping to receive a counter
policies," Cranley said. "lf [Salmi] proposal, marry them and move
agrees to the proposal, the [creation on from there," he said.
All issues are to be resolved by
of the House of Representatives]
must be submitted to the Senate February 27, stated the approved
in amendment form and must be bill.

what that government will be."
Cranley said the reason the creation of the House of Representatives is contained 10 the Appendix
to the proposal is because the pro-

more authentic teaching situations to students through the use
of technology," added Roskos.
junior education major and
President of the Student Education Association, julie Ambrose
said, "I think that such a renovation willclearthemyththatteachers are not professionals, and will
help to develop better teachers."
All members of the education
department had input intodesign,
said Roskos. "It was a group effort," she said.

Even alumni have commented
that it is about time something IS
being done, said Roskos.
"They're really looking forward
to a renovated area," Roskos said.
While the department is undergoing renovation, all offices
have been relocated to rooms below Kulas Auditorium.
Roskos, she said, does not find
the move to be an inconvenience.
"We have accommodated very
well," said Roskos. ·A big burden
did not result si nce there were not

Nominations taken for SU offices
Nomina nons for executive offices in the Student
Union were taken at Tuesday's meeting. Prestdentjohn
Cranley nommated current Director of Internal Affairs
Dora lice Tavolano for president.
Cranley also nominated Aaron Marinelli, current
sophomore class president, for vice president.
Current Vice President Bill Glunz nominated cu rrent
Chief Justice B1shoy Mikhail for v1ce president.
Current Sophomore Class Senator Allison Strell
nominated current Director of Spe 1al Events Kate
Robinson for vice president.
Mikhail nominated urrent Sophomore Class Senator
Sherry Mikhail for secretary.
Final nominations will be taken at next week's SU
meenng.
State Representative Campbell to speak
State Representative jane Campbell will speak at a
political science forum today, at4 p.m. 10 the DJ. Lombardo
Student Center Conference Room
It IS rree and open to the public.
JCU assists flood victims
Members of the john arroll Community will travel
to Pennsylvania on Sat., Feb. 3, to help Ptttsburgh flood
VICtims. Anyone Interested in hclpmg should contact Mark
Fa lbo in the Center for Community Service.

Contest held for Black History Month
An essay and art contest is being sronsored for Black
History Month. Interested students. faculty and staff
should write an essay or artisti ally depict the followmg:
"How can black history serve as a catalyst in bridgmg the
gap between all cultures'"
A $100 first -prize and a 'f,'SO second -pnze wtll be
awarded in both the essoy <~.nd .ut catep,ories rnrries .~re
'

i

Wing un ergofng renovation.•
Ambrose noted that the temporary move may be even more
convenient. "It is funny that the
temporary arrangements are actually better than the original conditions," Ambrose said.
The renovation project is on
schedule and is anticipated to be
completed for the classes in Summer Session 111996, said Roskos.

"We are trying to better technologically equip the education
department," said Roskos. "This
will help to better preparejCU students for the future."
Among the technological developments is a viewing room
which is affiliated as part of the never a rennovation.
"Renovation was long overdue
military program, said Manning.
"The viewing room will be the for the [education] department,"
centralcoreforall of the computer said Roskos.
tee hnology that will be used in
the education conference room,
the science buildingand sightsoff
campus," said Manning.
Roskos added, "This will be a
teachingconferencearea that will
accomodate new technology such
as interactive video."
The viewing room is linked
with the science building in order
to eventually tie high school science instruction with what the
JCU science department is doing,
said Roskos.
The viewing room will then
enable John Carroll to link and
interact with two Cleveland area
highschools,John F. Kennedyand
Collinwood. As a result,JCU students will be able to talk to high
school students, and professors
will be able to observe students
T/le-.Be;rf-ffmce-t9T8
teaching, and respond rapidly,said
Roskos.
4163 Mayfield Rd. & Villa
It creates a network of
interactivitythat breaks down the
South Euclid
barrier of distance between high
schools andJCU, said Roskos.
"We can now bring high
schools tojCU through the use of
technology," said Roskos.
Through telephone lines,
teaching experiences oH -campus
will be projected onto televisiOn
CRUST TOPPERS
monitors in the viewing room.
These videos can then be put
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Apple Computer in financial difficulty, potential for takeover
Alexander uses humor in new campaign ad
While political commercials for most Republican presidential hopefuls have featured solemn tones and attacks on the
opposition, the former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander experimented with the use of humor. His use of humor was evident in
a 30-second spot aired for $25,000 in Iowa's four maJor television
markets during the Super Bowl. Alexander's ad campaign promises voters that he is"not another angry voice from Washington."
Alexander is running far behind front-runner Bob Dole and
Stephen Forbes, who has risen to second in many surveys behind
a blitz of ads.

Defense department rejects HIV
President Clinton has agreed to sign a $265 billion defense bi II.
lt would force rhe discharge of service members who have the
AIDS virus and would prohibit military hospitals from performing some abortions, two reasons Clinton vetoed an earlier version
of the bill. The Defense Department said that the new law would
cause 1,049 male and female service members to be discharged
within six months. Underthemeasure,sponsoredbyRepublican
conservatives, those discharged would not receive some of the
valuable medical benefits available to other military personnel
forced to leave the service for medical reasons.

Smallpox virus recommended for extinction
On Sunday the governing board of the World Health Organ ization recommended that the lasr rwo remaining stocks of the
smallpox virus, one in Russia and one in the United States, be
destroyed by june 30,1999. Final action requires a vote of the full
membership of the health organization, in which approval is
expected. Destruction of the virus stocks, the last vestiges of the
infectious agent, would be the first deliberate extinction of a
species. Final approval to destroy the virus could come as early
as May.

Internet sites to provide political infomation
Three new Internet services for fans of politics are being introduced this week. all~wing citizens to follow the campaign and

Joe Whalley
Asst. Int. News & Business Ed1tor
The financially ailing Apple
computer company began talks
with several prospective buyers
last week after announcing a $69
million loss for the financial quarter that ended on Dec. 29.
This announcement caused
Apple'ssharestodropabout 12 percent. 1n response to the financial
difficulties, the company will cut
l ,300 jobs, near! y 8 percent of the
company's work force.
While takeover talks have been
rumored for years,Apple'sdropped
stock value now makes the company more attractive to potential
buyers.One such possible buyer
appears to be Sun Microsystems,a
maker of workstations.
Analystsfamiliarwith thesituation have stated that Apple and
Sun have agreed on the framework
of a deal in which Sun would acquire Apple in a stock swap valued at about $4 billion, or $33 for
each Apple share. Oracle, a leading database software company,
is also believed to be attempting a

proposal
"It would make sense for Sun
and Apple to get together," said
Raj Aggarwal, John Carroll Universityprofessorof economics and
finance. "Su n would be more appropriate to buy Apple than
Oracle. Apple firs better with Sun's
product line."
Apple's financial problems are
caused by a series of mishaps. The
company cut prices to obtain
more business which resulted in
selling some machines at a loss.
These prices forced down the
company's overall gross profit
margins.
Apple has also been hurt by
the costs of competing against a
number of rivals using technology from Microsoft Corp. and Intel
Corp. Apple has not been able to
compete on price or maintain its
marker share, in conjunction with
piling up huge losses.
Like underestimation, poor
price judgment has also proved to
be a problem for Apple. During
the Christmas season, Apple underestimated consumer demand.

Farrakkhan urges S. Africans to pull together
Lynne Duke
© 1996, The Washington Post

Nervousness among white
South Africans about the week end visit of Louis Farrakhan was
in the newspapers and on talk
shows all week.
Will the Nation of Islam leader

hasdonesooften in hiscontroversial career: attempting to quiet his
critics and portray himself as misunderstood
Instead of lobbing the verbal
grenades for which he is known,
Farrakhan humbled his demeanor, spoke softly and smiled
baaMUy as. he. .6UIOd ..beside

john duPont arrested form urder
Police captured John du Pont at his home in Pennsylvania
endmg a two day standoff that began after he murdered a 1984
Olympic gold medalist The heir torhedu Pont family chemical
fortune was captured by police Sunday after leaving his house to
fix a water boiler that police shut off in order to freeze him out.
Friends and relatives said thatdu Pont had been acting strangely
lately, and attribute much of his odd behavior to drug and alcohol abuse.

Waste at the Federal Aviation Administration
Due to mismanagement, the Federal Aviation Administration
has wasted lSyearsand more than half a billiondollarsonan air
traffic control system that is still years from completion and
already obsolete. The National Transportation and Safety Board
released a study last week stating that the system is safe but Its
inefficiencies delay travelers and increase the cost of airline operations.

As a result, the compa ny failed to
produce
enough
Power
Maci ntoshes,creating back orders
ranging from $600 million to $1
billion.
Apple executives admit that
they failed to realize the demand
for the best and strongest computers, not just consumers desire
for the best bargain .
What lies ahead for Apple is
unclear, but Apple users are being
reassured that they need not
worry about the future of their
personal compmer.
"Apple users shouldn't be too
concerned about a possible
buyout," said Aggarwal. "There is
enough of an installed base of
Macs that there shouldn't be a
problem getting them serviced."
It is not known how much
longer Apple can remain an independent corporation or when a
possible buy our may occur. One
thing is apparent, Sun
Microsystems and other possible
suitors appear to be waiting in
anticipation for the right time to
pick the Apple.

racial balance?Will he say something antisemitic or racist or otherwise upsetting? Does his meeting with President Nelson
Mandela send a "subliminal
warning" to whites, as one newspaper suggested, that they had
better stay in line with the nation's
new black-led political administration or else?
• Amid such fears, Farrakhan
arrived Sunday and did what he

Mandela and disarmingly de clared himself a supporter of
Mandela's policy of racial reconciliation and his government of
national unity.
•
Visiting South Africa as part of
a "world friendship tour" of the
African continent, Farra khan arrived to the same kind of controversy that greets him in America.
He is known here for his Million
Man March in Washington last

1
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year and its message of atonement
and black empowerment, which
blacks here followed closely.
He is also known here as racist
and antisemite because of his frequent statements describingJews
as "bloodsuckers" and for an aide
who said two years ago that white
South Africans should be kiijecl
Mandela, who mer wiLl<
Farrakhan for an hour at the presidential residence, said the meeting did not signal an embrace of
Farrakhan's views. Mandela said
he explained the principles that
underpin the racial rapprochement of the new South Africa.As a
political leader, Mandela defensed
the meeting, "I have accommodated a wide range of views and
met people whose views were diametrically opposed to mine.'
Farrakhan,62,said his message
to South Africa is"Muslims,Christians and jews and traditionalists
and tribes must work together for
the common good of the whole.
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After college: To lease or to buy; that is the question
Mary Myers
Staff Reporter
These days. good grades are
no longer enough tosecureagood
job. Employers are looking for experience, as well as academics.
Experience requires aJOb,and
a job usually requires a car.
The problem is, how does a
student, with littleornoincome,
make the large monthly payments that often accompany the
purchase of a new car?
Increasingly, students as well
as experienced car buyers are
finding that leasing, rather than
buying a car is the better option.
"There is an old cliche," said
"Starvin· Bobby Gilliard, a sales
representative for QUA Buick
Suzuki,lnc., "lf it appreciates, buy
it. If it depreciates, lease it."
He recommends leasing to

buying, and said that as more
people understand how leasing a
car works, the more popular it
gets.
Bruce D. May of Don jordan
Chrysler Plymouth Inc. agrees.
"Personally, I am extremely
committed to leasing," he said.
His dealership leases 40 to 45
percent of the new cars they sell,
as com pared tot he national average of 20 to 25 percent.
For young people, "Leasing
very well could be the way to go,"
said May.
Of course, leasing is not for everyone.There are a few factors that
determine if a person who is in
the market for a new car is a good
candidate ro lease.
First, the lessee must be a low
mileage driver.
"All leases are based on a pia-

Rabin·s assassin takes
on own defense
Mary Curtlus
Efrat Shvlly
© 1996, Los Angeles Times
TEL AVIV, Israel Yigal Amir,
the confessed assassin of former
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin , rook over his own defense
Sunday after one of his lawyers
quit and the presiding judge accused the second lawyer of in·
competence.
Amirseemed unshaken by the
collapse of his defense team and
calmlycross-examinedpoliceinvestigators who painted a picture
of him celebrating Rabin's death
after his rr t
'When you were questioning
me, what was your impression of
my state of mind? Was 1 angry?
Did it look like I was seeking revenge?" Amir asked Mordechai
Naftali, one of Amir's initial inter rogarors.
"You said it was not out of vengea nee," Naf tali responded.
"Was it your first impression
that I was agitated or anxious?"

Amir asked Naftali.
"My impression was that he
was as cold as a fish," Naftali said,
turning to the three-judge panel
hearing the case in Tel Aviv district court.
In an earlier court appeara nee,
Amir said that he had not intended ro kill Rabin bur had
hoped to render the prime minister incapable of governing by
shooting him in the back.
If Amir is convicted of murder, he will serve a mandatory life
sentence. If he is convicted of rhe
lesser charge of manslaughter, he
w·
v n
r than20 ear.
e year-o d mit, at i year law student, has confessed to
shooting Rabin to death Nov. 4 as
the prime minister left a peace
rally in Tel Aviv.
An observant jew with farright politicalleanings,Amirsaid
he shot Rabin with the hopes that
he would put an end to Rabin's
peace maki ngefforts with the Palestinians.
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teau of mileage," said May.
Usually, a lease will include
12,000 to 15,000 miles per year.
Additional miles will cost the
driver anywhere from 10 to 15
cents per mile, which is due by
the end of the lease term.
Second, a person who would
like to lease a car generally needs
a better credit rating than someonewhoisreadyto buy, said May.
This is due to the fact that when
leasing, the driver makes a
smaller down payment, and the
bank therefore takes on more risk.
For students, this means that
in order to lease, they may need a
cosigner.
Gerald Weinstein, John Carroll University professor of accounting, said that the lease or
buy option is highly dependent
on how Iongan individual is willing to keep the car.
"Businesses prefer leases because rheydonot want their sales
representatives driving old cars,"
he said.
Weinstein said that when deciding whether w lease or buy, it
is important that the driver looks
three years down he road and decide what he or she prefers to be
driving.
If a driver prefers to be in a
newcar,heorsheshould lease. 1f
a person is comfortable driving

an older car, then a buy is prob·
ably the way to go, he said.
"If [drivers) want to commit to
monthlypaymcntsforessentially
the rest of the1r life," then leasing
is an option, he said.
Weinstein personally buys his
cars, and has been in his current
car for seven years.
"As long as I have something
dependable ... I'm satisf1ed," he said.
There are a few factors that do
make leasing a less attractive option than buying.
At the end of the lease, the car
of ten has to be returned to the
dealership from where it was obtained. This may pose a problem
for those who are not in the same
area

when the lease is finished .
Obviously, when the lease 1s
up, the dnver must buy a new car
or begin lease paymcms again.
The up side is that the lessee is
now in a new car.
Leasing does, however, protect
the driver from the risk of selling
a car back. Bad publicity, like the
kind Audi has experienced in the

Proposed elections draw mixed ft,tlings
British Prime Minister john Major's proposal for elections in
Northern Ireland drew a strong rejection from the Irish government last Thursday. Irish leaders who have worked with Major in
a joint peace initiative for the past two years, said they were not
contacted in advance about Major'scalltoelecta body that would
prov1de the foundation for all-party talks. Neither the Irish
prime minister nor the lrish foreign minister rejected the elec·
tionsoutof hand. Sinn Fein, the political arm of the Irish Repubhc Army, gave a flat "No" ro the proposal, calling elections an
unacceptable prerequisite for all-party talks. An election as a
confidence-building measure won strong support from parties
represennng the Protestant maJOrity in Ireland.

World Briefs wmpiled by]oe Whalley, Asst. Int. News & Business Editor. with the aid of wire sou rccs.
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James Aurlcchlo
The Carroll News
Apple i.s in trouble. Nor Apple
the computer- Apple the com ..,.my.'

pany can save itself from increasing losses is to go back to the classroom.

News Analysis
Apple's potential recovery lies
in their large classroom based clientele.
The company is in trouble because of fundamental marketing
mistakes made since june of 1993.
The computer is still at least two
yea rs ahead of Microsoft Windows, the operating applica tion
that holds a grip on the market.

The computer is still the easiest
to use on the market. The company has had so many upper
management complications it
"i
as popping a zit.
But there is reason to believe
that these problems will end if
Applecansurvivefourmoreyears.
Apple still holds the majority
market share in America's classrooms (K·l2). That means millions of kids are learning on a
Mac every day. These kids lack
oneimportantcharacrerisric that
makes this fact worth anything
to Apple the company: buying
power. With a price range starting at around $1 ,400.00 it would
take a lot of busted piggy banks
or a lot of mghts at McDonald's
flipping burgers for these kids to
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past, can decrease the trade-in
value of the car.
"The trade-in is only worth
what the market will pay for it,"
said May.
Maysuggestsaskingthedealer
for a side-by-side comparison of a
lease vs. buy on a new car. He also
sa1d that lessees should be aware
and read rhe fine pnnt. Things
such as "bank fees" can cost up to
$500.
Chris Beato, ajunior at Carroll,
is deciding whether to lease or
buy a new car, which he will use
for student teaching.
His parents have recently
leased a car, and that 1s why he is
considering a lease for himself.
For Beato's parents, leasing
turned out to be a seemingly
better deal than buying, he said.
'We thought
that it would be
hard to keep the
current car under the
allotted miles, but weare not having a problem with that," he said.
"There is really no way to tell
which way [of financing a carl is
cheaper," Weinstein said.
Indeed, their is no set equation. However, for low mileage
dnvers who are in the car market
often, a lease is becoming the
popular choice.

Kids potential cure for Apple woes

First lady to focus on reinstating image
. Wit~ her testimony before the federal grand jury investigarmg Whitewater over with, HillaryClintion will embark on continuing her book tour appearances on the West Coast. When she
rewrns, she will consider proposals to appear on a news conference or interview. or to voluntarily appear before the Senate
Whitewater committee. A Newsweeh poll cond uctedjan. 25-26
found that 56 percent of those surveyed said Hillary Clinton was
hurting her husband's pres1dency,and 28 percent said the controversies surrounding the ftrst lady made them less likely to
vote for him.
The White House IS hopeful that they can restore the first
lady's standing.
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actually buy a unit to sit next to
their model airplanes at home.
And no malter how much family
v;1\ ues cha.nl!,e., Mom /Dad
. /Parenkids enough to sink that kind of
money in lOa computer.
As a result, Apple needs to do a
couple things to keep afloat while
their biggest fans get their diplomas (or dropout):
!.Push their clone market. One
obstacle in convincing parents is
not only Apple's higher price, but
also the fact that the application
software the parental unit may
want isn't always made for the
Mac. By pushing the clone market
and expanding their share, more
software companies will be willing to invest in Apple technology
2. Push the low end market.
Apple has never hadproblemssellingit's higher end umts in the professional world. Family units such
as the Performa line are slow to
move. One reason is price. Cut
low end marker pricesforrhesame
reason the clone marker should be
pushed.
3. Make friends with kids and
nurture your relationship. Kids are
not going to have executive decision abilities for another ten to fifteen years, but they can nag their
parents like nobody's business.
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Apple Computer in financial difficulty, potential for takeover
proposal.
"It would make sense for Sun
Editor
The financially ailing Apple and Apple to get together," said
computer company began talks Raj Aggarwal, john Carroll Uniwnh several prospective buyers versity professor of economics and
last week after announcing a $69 finance . "Sun would be more apmillion loss fort he financial quar- propriate to buy Apple than
Oracle. Apple fits better with Sun's
ter that ended on Dec. 29.
This announcement caused product line."
Apple's financial problems are
Apple's shares to drop about 12 percent. In response to the financial caused by a series of mishaps. The
difficulties, the company will cut company cut prices to obtain
1,300 jobs, nearly 8 percent of the more business which resulted in
selling some machines at a loss.
company's work force.
While takeover talks have been These prices forced down the
rumored for years,Apple'sdropped company's overall gross profit
stock value now makes the com- margins.
Apple has also been hurt by
pany more attractive to potential
buyers.One such possible buyer the costs of competing against a
appears to be Sun Microsystems, a number of rivals using technology from MicrosoftCorp.and Intel
maker of workstations.
Anal ystsfamiliarwith thesitu- Corp. Apple has not been able to
ation have stated that Apple and compete on price or maintain its
Sun have agreed on the framework market share, in conjunction with
of a deal in which Sun would ac- pi ling up huge losses.
Like underestimation, poor
quire Apple in a stock swap valued at about $4 billion, or $33 for price judgment has also proved to
each Apple share. Oracle, a lead- be a problem for Apple. During
ing database software company, the Christmas season, Apple unis also believed to be attempting a derestimated consumer demand.
Joe Wholley

Asst. Int. News & Business

Alexander uses humor in new campaign ad
While political commercials for most Republican presidential hopefuls have featured solemn tones and attacks on the
opposition, the former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander experimented with the use of humor. His use of humor was evident in
a 30-second spot aired for $25,000 in low a's four major television
markets during the Super Bowl. Alexander's ad campaign promises voters that he is "not another angry voice from Washington."
Alexander is running far behind front-runner Bob Dole and
Stephen Forbes, who has risen to second in many surveys behind
a blitz of ads.

Defense department rejects HIV
President Clinton has agreed to sign a $265 billion defense bill.
lt would force the discharge of service members who have the
AlDS virus and would prohibit military hospitals from performingsome abortions, two reasons Clinton vetoed an earlier version
of the bill. The Defense Department said thatthe new law would
cause 1,049 male and female service members to be discharged
wirhinsix months. Underthemeasure,sponsored by Republican
conservatives, those discharged would not receive some of the
valuable medical benefits available to other military personnel
forced to leave the service for medical reasons.

Smallpox virus recommended for extinction
On Sunday the governing board of the World Health Organization recommended that the last two remaining stocks of the
smallpox virus, one in Russia and one in the United States, be
destroyed by june 30,1999. Final action requires a vote of the full
membershtp of the health organization, in which approval is
expected. Destruction of the virus stocks, the last vestiges of the
infectious agent, would be the first deliberate extinction of a
species. Final approval to destroy the virus could come as early
as May.

Internet sites to provide political infomation
Three new lnternetservicesfor fans of politics are being introduced this week, allowing citi:zens to follow t.he campaign an?

.

john duPont arrested for murder
Police captured john du Pont at his home in Pennsylvania
ending a two day standoff that began after he murdered a 1984
Olympic gold medahst. The heir to thedu Pont family chemical
fortune was captured by police Sunday after leaving his house co
fix a water boiler that police shut off in order to freeze him out.
Friends and relatives said thatdu Pont had been acting strangely
lately, and attribute much of his odd behavior to drug and alcohol abuse.

Waste at the Federal Aviation Administration
Due to mismanagement, the Federal Aviation Administration
bas wasted 15 years and more than half a billion dollars on an air
traffic control system that is still years from completion and
already obsolete. The National Transportation and Safety Board
released a study last week stating that the system is safe but Its
inefficiencies delay travelers and increase the cost of airline operations.

As a result, the company failed to
produce
enough
Power
Macintoshes,creating backorders
ranging from $600 million to $1
billion.
Apple executives admit that
they failed to realize the demand
for the best and strongest computers, not just consumers desire
for the best bargain.
What lies ahead for Apple is
unclear, but Apple users are being
reassured that they need not
worry about the future of their
personal computer.
"Apple users shouldn't be too
concerned about a possible
buyout," said Aggarwal. "There is
enough of an installed base of
Macs that there shouldn't be a
problem getting them serviced."
It is not known how much
longer Apple can remain an independent corporation or when a
possible buy out may occur. One
thing is apparent, Sun
Microsystems and other possible
suitors appear to be waiting in
anticipation for the right time to
pick the Apple.

Farrakkhan urges S. Africans to pull together
Lynne Duke

Washington Post
Nervousness among white
South Africans about the weekend visit of Louis Farra khan was
in the newspapers and on talk
shows all week.
Will theNationof Islam leader
© 1996, The

hasdonesoof ten in his controversial career: attempting to quiet his
critics and portray himself as misunderstood.
lnstead of lobbing the verbal
grenades for which he is known,
Farrakhan humbled his demeanor, spoke softly and smiled
~

racial balance? Will hesaysomethingantisemitic or rae is torotherwise upsetting? Does his meeting with President Nelson
Mandela send a "subliminal
warning" to whites, as one newspaper suggested, that they had
better stay in line with the nation's
new black-led political administration or else?
• Amid such fears, Farrakhan
arrived Sunday and did what he

as. h-. .6tOQd -beside

Mandel a and disarmingly declared himself a supporter of
Mandela's policy of racial reconciliation and his government of
national unity.
•
Visiting South Africa as part of
a "world friendship tour" of the
African continent, Farra khan arrived to the same kind of controversy that greets him in America.
He is known here for his Million
Man March in Washington last

1

fiNNEGAN 5

year and its message of atonement
and black empowerment, which
blacks here followed closely.
He is also known here as racist
and antisemite because of his frequent sraremems descri bi ngjews
as "bloodsuckers" and for an aide
who said two years ago that white
South Africans should be ki.J.Wd.
Mandela , who mel with
Farrakhan for an hour at thepresidemial residence, said the meeting did not signal an embrace of
Farrakhan's views. Mandela said
he explained the principles that
underpin the racial rapprochementof the new South Africa.Asa
political leader, Mandeladefensed
the meeting, "I have accommodated a wide range of views and
met peoplewhoseviewswerediametrically opposed to mine.'
Farra khan, 62,said his message
toSouthAfrica is"Muslims,Christians and jews and traditionalists
and tribes must work together for
the common good of the whole.
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After college: To lease or to buy; that is the question
Mary Myers
Staff Reporter
These days, good grades are
no longer enough to secure a good
pb. Em ployersare looking for experience, as well as academics.
Experience requires a pb,and
a job usually requires a car.
The problem is, how does a
student, with littleornoincome,
make the large monthly payments that of ten ace om pany the
purchase of a new car?
Increasing! y, students as well
as experienced car buyers are
finding that leasing, rather than
buying a car is the better option.
"There is an old cliche," said
"Starvin" Bobby Gilliard, a sales
representative for QUA Buick
Suzuki,l nc ., ·u it appreciates, buy
it. If it depreciates, lease it."
He recommends leasing to

buying, and said that as more
people understand how leasmga
car works, the more popular it
gets.
Bruce D. May of Don jordan
Chrysler Plymouth Inc. agrees.
"Personally, l am extremely
committed to leasi ng," he said.
His dealership leases 40 to 45
percent of the new cars they sell,
as com pared to the national average of 20 to 25 percent.
For young people, "Leasing
very well could be the way to go,"
said May.
Of course, leasing is not for everyone. There area few factors that
determine if a person who is in
the market for a new car is a good
candidate to lease.
First, the lessee must be a low
mileage driver.
"AIll eases are based on a pia-

Rabin's assassin takes
on own defense

teau of mileage," said May.
Usually, a lease will include
12,000 to 15,000 miles per year.
Additional miles will cost the
driver anywhere from 10 to 15
cents per mile, which is due by
the end of the lease term.
Second, a person who would
like to lease a car generally needs
a better credit rating than someone who is ready to buy, said May.
This is due to the fact that when
leasing, the driver makes a
smaller down payment, and the
bank therefore takes on more risk
For students, this means that
in order to lease, they may need a
cosigner.
Gerald Weinstein, john Carroll University professor of accounting, said that the lease or
buy option is highly dependent
on how long an individual is willing to keep the car.
"Businesses prefer leases because they do not want their sales
representatives driving old cars,"
he said.
Weinstein said that when deciding whether to lease or buy, it
is important that the driver looks
three years down he road and decide what he or she prefers to be
driving.
If a driver prefers to be in a
newcar,heorsheshouldlease.lf
a person is comfortable driving

an older car, then a buy is probably the way to go, he said.
"If [drivers! want to commit to
month! y paymenrsforessen rial! y
the rest of their life," then leasing
is an option, he sa1d
Weinstein personally buys his
cars, and has been in his curre nt
car for seven years.
"As long as 1 have something
dependable ... I'm satisfied," hesa1d.
There are a few factors that do
make leasing a less attractive opuon than buying.
At the end of the lease, the car
of ten has to be returned w the
dealership from where it was obtained. This may pose a problem
for those who are not in the same
area

when the lease is finished.
Obviously, when the lease is
up, the driver must buy a new car
or begin lease payments again.
The up side is that the lessee is
now in a new car.
Leasing does, however, protect
the driver from the risk of selling
a car back. Bad publicity, like the
kind Audi has experienced in the

Amir asked Naftali.
"My impression was that he
was as cold as a fish," Naftali said,
© 1996, Los Angeles Times
TEL AVIV, lsrael Yigal Amir, turning to the three-judge panel
hearing the case in Tel Aviv disthe confessed assassin of former
trict court.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
In an earlier court appearance,
Rabin, took over his own defense
Sunday after one .of his lawyers Amir said that he had nor intended to kill Rabin but had
quit and the presiding judge achoped to render the prime minise used the second lawyer of inter incapable of governing by
competence.
Amirseemed unshaken by the shooting him in the back.
collapse of his defense team and d Ifh Amir
11 is convicted of mur- James Aurlcchlo
The computer is still the easiest
calmly cross-examined police iner, e wi serve a mandatory life
to use on the market. The comvestigators who painted a picture sentence. If he is convicted of the The Carroll News
Appleisintrouble. NotApple pany has had so many upper
of him celebrating Rabin's deal h lesserchargeofmanslaughter,he
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rrtfr, at ir • pany can save itseIffrom increas- as popping a zit.
'When you were questioning
year law student, ha scon fessed to ing 1ossesistogo backtot hecassBut there 1·s reason to bcl1·eve
me,what was your impression of
1
that these problems will end if
my state of mind? Was I angry? s hooting ·Rabin to deat h Nov. 4 as
the prime minister lef t a peace room.
Applecansurvivefourmoreyears.
Did it look like I was seeking reApple still holds the majority
venge?" Amir asked Mordechai rally in Tel Aviv.
An observant jew with farmarket share in America's classNaftali, one of Amir's initial inrightpoliticalleanings,Amirsaid
rooms (K-12). That means milterrogators.
.
11·ons of kids are Jearn 1·ng on a
. 1 recovery 1tes
App1e,s potenua
"You said it was notour of ven- he shot Rabin with the hopes that
he wou ld put an en d to Ra b in's
geance," Naftali responded.
h I
l
b d I
Mac every day. These kJ.ds lack
k
fC
h h l
in [ eir arge c assroom ase c ipeacema inge •ortswit t ePa- entele.
oneimportantcharacteristicthat
"Was it your first impression
that l was agitated or anxious?" estinians.
The company is in trouble be- makes thiS. £act worth anything
cause of fundamental marketing to Apple the company: buying
mistakes made since june of 1993. power. With a price range stanThe
computer is still at least two ing at around $1,400.00 it would
A CLEVELAND BICENTENNIAL EVENT!
years ahead of Microsoft Win- take a lot of busted piggy banks
dows, the operating application or a lot of nights at McDonald's
that holds a grip on the market. flipping burgers for these kids to

Mary Curtlus
Efrat Shvlly

Kids potential cure for Apple woes
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IN PHILOSOPHY

First lady to focus on reinstating image
With her testimony before the federal grand jury investigating Whitewater over with, HdlaryCimtion will embark on continuing her book tour appearances on the WesrCoast. When she
returns, she wi II consider proposals to appear on a news conference or interview, or to voluntarily appear before the Senate
Whitewater committee. A Newsweek poll conducted jan. 25-26
found that 56 percent of those surveyed said HillaryCiinton was
hurting her husband's presidency, and 28 percent said the controversies surrounding the first lady made them less likely to
vote for him.
The White House IS hopeful that they can restore the first
lady's standing

.. Proposed .e~ect ions draw mixed fr,elings
Brmsh Pnme MmlSter John Major's proposal for elections in
Northern Ireland drew a strong rejection from the Irish government last Thursday. Irish leaders who have worked wuh Major in
a joint peace initiative for the past two years, said they were not
contacted in advance about Major'scallroelecta body that would
provide the foundation for all-party talks. Neither the Irish
prime minister nor the lrish foreign minister rejected the electionsourof hand. Sinn Fein, the political arm of the Irish Repub·
ltc Army, gave a flat "No" ro the proposal, calling elections an
unacceptable prerequisite for all-party talks. An election as a
confidence·buildmg measure won strong support from parties
represenling the Protestant majority in Ireland.

World Brief~ compiled by joe Who !ley, Asst. Inc. News & Bustness Editor; w1th I he aid of wire sources.
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past, can decrease the trade-m
value of the car.
"The trade-in is only worth
what the market will pay for it,"
said May
Maysuggestsaskingthedealer
foraside-by-sidecomparisonof a
lease vs. buy on a new car. He also
said that lessees should be aware
and read the fine print. Thmgs
suchas"bank fees" can cost up to
$500.
Chris &a to, a junior at Carroll,
is decidmg whether to lease or
buy a new car, which he will use
for student teaching.
His parents have recently
leased a car, and that is why he is
considering a lease for himself.
For Beato's parents, leasing
turned out to be a seemingly
better deal than buying, he said.
'We thought
that it would be
hard to keep the
current car under the
a\lotted miles, but we are not hav'
inga problem with that," he said .
"There is rea 11 y no way to tell
which way !of financing a carl is
cheaper," Weinstein said.
lndeed, their is no set equation. However, for low mileage
dnvers who are in the car market
often, a lease is becoming the
popular choice.
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actually buy a unit to sit next to
their model airplanes at home
And no matter how much family
values h an11,e:, Mom/Dad/Paren kids enough to sink that kind of
money into a computer.
As a result, Apple needs to do a
couple things to keep afloat wh1le
their biggest fans get their diptomas (or dropout):
l.Push their clone market. One
obstacle in convincing parents is
not only Apple's higher price, but
also the fact that the application
software the parental unit may
want isn't always made for the
Mac. By pushing the clone market
and expanding their share, more
software companies will be wi\1mg to invest in Apple technology.
2. Push the low end market.
Apple has never hadproblemssellmg it's higher end units m the professional world. Family unitssuch
as the Performa line are slow lO
move. One reason is price. Cut
low end market prices for the same
reason the clone market should be
pushed.
3. Make friends with kids and
nurture your relationship. Kidsare
not going to have executive decision abilities for a not her ten to fifteen years, but they can nag their
parents like no body's business.
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Monkey see, monkey do
JCU instructor researches chimpanzee behavior
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant Features Editor

"You look like a monkey, and
you smell like one too." Sure, that
may be true, but there is more to it
than just that.
In fact, you communicate like
a chimpanzee! Chimps are more
closely related to you than any
other species.
Mr. Mark Bodamer, who carne
to john Carroll University this fall
as a Visiting Instructor in the Psychology Deparrrnent, agrees.
His office is filled with pictures, figures, and books of chimpanzees.
He goes to his classes wearing
ties designed with pictures of
chimps. He has even spent the

The
as the representative for the Graduating ...,••~

Comm

past twelve years of his life working directly with chimps at Central Washington University.
While he was a graduate student in California, Bodamer
learned of "Washoe," a chimp in
Washington who was learning
American Sign language.
Reflecting on the work he did
on the chimp communication
project, Bodamer said, "It was a
dream . I thought it was amazing,
but I never followed through."
Then some years later, he was accepted to work in the program
with five chimpanzees.
In order lO participate,
Bodamer had to take an academic
step backward from his pursuit of
adoctoratedegree, but said, "I don't

•

{Which by the way is only 109
days away. Not that we're
counting.)

regret it in any way."
He met and worked with
chimps Washoe, Moja, Tatu, Dar,
Pili, and Loulis, studying their
various types of communication,
social behavior, and many other
aspects.
loulis was taught American
Sign language by his adoptive
mother, Washoe, with no hel p
from humans. This and many
more observations are very valuable to learning more about human and non -human minds.
"They show us new things to
study everyday," said Bodamer.
The research has shown that
these chimps love to paint and
color, as well as name their works
with signs.
Also, they are very social and
active beings; Bodamer compares
them to Curious George.
The project has d tscovered that
the chimps sign to themselves,
which Bodamer says is a behavior
that can give us a window to the
non-human mind . Bodamer's dissertation focuses on the tdea that
chimps both initiate and maintain sign interaction, meaning
that they require attention tocommunicate as humans do.
Since arriving back in his
hometown of Cleveland, Bod a mer
is continuing his research at the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. His
goals include learningmoreabout
chimps and improving their environment, but mainly he hopes
to involve as many JCU students
as possible in his chimpanzee re-

Even chimps need to take a break and play.

"Chimp Research Team ," of ten
studentswhoareactivelyinvolved
in learmng chimp behavior and
collecting data at the zoo.
Additionally, he works with
three directed studies students,
one of which w1ll be heading to
Centra l Washington University's
Chimpanzee and Human Corn ·
munication Institute this summer
This summer, Bodamer will be
mstructing "Introduc tion to
Chimpanzee Rehavior" for three
I

Already, he has formed a

•

sent to each

office by

Applications will be
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Academic and social pressures leave students with personal dangers
Assistant Features Editor

The:followingarticle: is thefirst
installment of a three -part series
which focuses on issues challenging co 11e:ge: students.
As the cold days of winter pass
slowly, some college students may
find themselves in a very melancholic state.
Surely, it is common and expected for students to experience
the "blues" or stress due to challenges and obstacles, but of ten the

Thursday,

Feb ary 29,199 at
Sp.m.
Auditions will be scheduled March 18 and March 21 at Sp.m. in
the Dean's Conference Room.
Contact Genesis Brown, Senior class president or Lisa
Heckman, Director of Student Activities with any questions.

•

The course will focus on fasct·

Beyond the blues: college students face depression
Tom O'Konowltz

and maybe

nating discoveries about chimpanzees that have caused us toreevaluate many notions of human
uniqueness , accordtng ro the
course description. Bodamer encourages students to consider the
class.
As for the future, Bod a mer says,
"I'd really like to get the project
goi ngat the zoo, and get more stu·
dents involved." As for jCU, h
says,"! hope to stay. So far it's been
p,reat" A,forh1schimpfri nd,in

"blues" expand to dangerous extremes.
Walking across the campus of
john Carroll University, one may
encounter many students who
appear to be completely happy
with life.
The fact is, though, that not all
of these students are content.
Rather, some of them are wearing
masks to hide what, in some cases,
may be depression.
One JCU sophomore jeff
(pseudonym) is currently experiencinga battle with depression in
his life.

He agreed to share his story in
the hope that it will assist anyone
who may need to acknowledge
that they are in a depressive state.
jeff had been rather successful
in both academics and extracurricularactivitiesatJCU during his
freshman year. He enjoyed living
on-campus, and developed a
strong social life.
This year, however, things have
greatly changed for Jeff.
He is no longer as excited to be
in college as he once was.
Waking
up in the
morning ,
Jeff lacks
both theenergyandthe
will to start
his
day.
Most of his
time
is
wasted. as
he is always
very sluggish.
He has no desire to succeed in
school work or participate in other
activities.
Jeff's year has been spent in a
constant state of sadness.
Jeff of ten YIOuld say of his life,
"It just seems so hopeless. Sometimes I just cry for no reason at all."
For a long time he hated his
life and wished it would end,without ever understanding why.
After a while though, one of
jeff's friends encouraged him to
seek help.
·
jeff found professional counselingand is beginninga long pro-

cess to deal with his depression.
It may be some time before he
defeats his affliction, but jeff has
made the first step in regaining
his life.
Through conversations with
his counselor, jeff is discovering
the sources of his depression.
He said, "When I came here
this year, I had unreasonably high
expectations of myself, and !just
couldn't achieve them."
The feeling of disappointment
threw jeff into a distressful state
that he could not escape. He believedthathewasafailuretohimself and those close to him.
"Itisanissueoncampus. Young
people are hurting," said john
Ropar,coordinator of Counseling,
Wellness, and Health Services at
JCU.
Ropar notes that academics are
a source of depression. He stated
that students feel they have to get
good grades.
The expectations for good
gradesnotonlycomefromthestudent, but also often from the family.
Ropar attributes the maprity
of student depression to conflicts
in the family, including lack of
parental support.
He said, "There is a need for
families to strike a balance in encouraging the student to explore
his own identity and define his
self."
The fact is that more and more
collegestudentsarefacingdepression. The feelings of hopelessness
and sadness are masked by drug
and alcohol abuse, eating disor-

ders, and various other methods.
However, over 60 percent of
all suicide attern pts are the result
of depressive states, according to
a recent study conducted by
Cornell University psychiatric department.
Also, the students suffer immensely due to the amiction, as
they feel very alone and hurt.

Ropar noted thatjCU offers two
full-rime counselors, three intern
counselors and one doctoral intern, along with support from the
Cleveland Clinic for students
needing help.
He says that the toughest step
is to make the first call, but adds,
"It is reasonable to expect relief
from feeling lousy."

FLowt:RvzLLe
Send something special to someone special.
Flowers, Plants & Gifts
Local & Worldwide Delivery
10% Discount for Cash and Carry Purchases w/ JCU I. D.

Four minute walk from campus.

2261 Warrensville Center Road
University Heights, Ohio 44118
932-7550
1-800-932-3393
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Monkey see, monkey do
JCU instructor researches chimpanzee behavior
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant Features Editor

"You look like a monkey, and
you smell like one wo." Sure, that
may be true, but there is more to it
than just that.
In fact, you commumcate like
a chimpanzee! Chimps are more
closely related to you than any
other species.
Mr. Mark Bodamer, who came
to john Carroll University this fall
as a Visiting Instructor in the Psychology Department, agrees.
His office is filled with pictures, figures, and books of chimpanzees.
He goes to his classes wearing
ties designed with pictures of
chimps. He has even spent the

The
as the representative for the Graduating ..,••,

past twelve years of his life workmg directly with chimps at Central Washington University.
While he was a graduate student in California, Bodamer
learned of "Washoe," a chimp in
Washington who was learning
American Sign Language.
Reflecting on the work he did
on the chimp communication
project, Bodamer said, "It was a
dream. 1 thought it was amazing,
but I never followed through."
Then some years later, he was accepted to work in the program
with five chimpanzees.
In order to participate,
Bodamer had to take an academic
step backward from his pursuit of
adoctoratedegree, but said,"ldon't

(Which by the way is only 109
days away. Not that we're
counting.)

•

sent to each

Applications will be

sen1o

ant Life Office.
A typed copy of your speech
must be tumed in to the Student Life

Auditions will be scheduled March 18 and March 21 at Sp.m. in
the Dean's Conference Room.
Contact Genesis Brown, Senior class president or Lisa
Heckman, Director of Student Activities with any questions.

"Chimp Research Team," of ten
students whoareactively in valved
in lea rning chimp behavior and
collecting data at the zoo.
Additionally, he works with
three directed studies s tudents,
one of which will be heading to
Cemral Washingwn Umversity's
Chimpanzee a nd Human Communication Institute this summer.
Thtss ummer,Bodamerwi ll be
mstr ucting "Introduction to
himpanzec Behav ior" for three

nating discoveries about chimpanzees that have caused us toreevaluate many notions of human
untqueness, accordtn g to the
course description. Bodamer encourages students to consider the
class
As for the future, Bodamer says,
"I'd really like to get the project
going at the zoo, and get more students involved." As for jCU, he
says. "J hope to stay So far it's been
g,rea t "

A<; [or ht sc htmpfr ie nd~ in

Academic and social pressures leave students with personal dangers
Assist ant Features Editor

The following article is the first
installment of a three-part series
which focuses on issues challenging college students.
As the cold days of winter pass
slowly, some college students may
find themselves in a very melancholic state.
Surely, it is common and expected for students to experience
the "blues" or stress due to challenges and obstacles, but of ten the

office by Thursday,

Feb ary 29,199 at
Sp.m.

Even chimps need to take a break and play.

Beyond the blues: college students face depression
Tom O'Konowltz

and maybe

regret it in any way."
He met and worked wlth
chimps Washoe, Moja , Tatu, Dar,
Pili, and Loulis, studying their
various types of communication,
social behavior, and many other
aspects.
Loulis was taught American
Sign Language by his adoptive
mother, Washoe, with no help
from humans. This and many
more observations are very valuable to learning more about human and non-human minds.
"They show us new things to
study everyday," said Bodamer.
The research has shown that
these chimps love to paint and
color, as well as name their works
with signs.
Also, they are very social and
active bemgs; Bodamer compares
them to Curious George.
The project has discovered that
the chimps sign to themselves,
which Bodamer says is a behavior
that can give us a window to the
non-human mind . Bodamer's dissertation focuses on the idea that
chimps both inuiate and maintain sign interaction, meaning
thatthey require attention tocommunicate as humans do.
Since arriving back in his
hometown of Cleveland, Bodamer
is contin uing his research at the
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. His
goals include learningmoreabout
chimps and improving their environment, but mainly he hopes
to involve as many JCU students
as possible in his chimpanzee re-

"blues" expand to dangerous extremes.
Walking across the campus of
John Carroll University, one may
encounter many students who
appear to be completely happy
with life.
The fact is, though, that not all
of these students are content.
Rather, some of them are wearing
masks to hide what, in some cases,
may be depression.
One JCU sophomore jerf
(pseudonym) is current! y ex periend ng a battle with depression in
his life.

He agreed to share his story in
the hope that it will assist anyone
who may need to acknowledge
that they are in a depressive state.
jeff had been rather successful
in both academics and extracurricular activitiesatJCU during his
freshman year He enjoyed living
on-campus, and developed a
strong social life.
This year, however, things have
greatly changed for Jeff.
He is no longer as excited to be
in college as he once was.
Waking
up in the
morning,
Jeff lacks
both the energy and the
will to start
his
day.
Most of his
time
is
wasted, as
he is always
very sluggish.
He has no desire to succeed in
school workorparticipateinother
activities.
jeff's year has been spent in a
constant state of sadness.
jeff often would say of his life,
"It just seems so hopeless. Sometimes! just cry for no reason at all."
For a long time he hated his
life and wished itwouldend,without ever understanding why.
Aher a while though, one of
Jeff's friends encouraged him to
seek help.
·
Jeff found professional coun·
selingand isbeginninga long pro-

cess to deal with his depression.
It may be some time before he
defeats his affliction, but Jeff has
made the first step in regaining
his life.
Through conversations with
his counselor, Jeff is discovering
the sources of his depression.
He said, "When I came here
this year, l had unreasonably high
expectations of myself, and I just
couldn't achieve them."
The feeling of disappointment
threw jeff into a distressful state
that he could not escape. He believed that he was a failure to himself and those close to him.
"ltisanissueoncampus. Young
people are hurting," said John
Ropar,coordinator of Counseling,
Well ness, and Health Services at
]CU.
Ropar notes that academics are
a source of depression. He stated
that students feel they have to get
good grades.
The expectations for good
grades not only come from the student, but also often from the family.
Ropar attributes the majority
of student depression to conflicts
in the family, including lack of
parental support.
He said, "There is a need for
families to strike a balance in encouraging the student to explore
his own identity and define his
self."
The fact is that more and more
college students are facing depression_Thefeelingsof hopelessness
and sadness are masked by drug
and alcohol ab~ eating disor-

ders, and various other methods.
However, over 60 percent of
all suicide attempts are the result
of depressive states, according to
a recent study conducted by
Cornell Universitypsychiatricdepartment.
Also, the students suffer immensely due to the affliction, as
they feel very alone and hurt.

Roparnoted thatjCUoffers two
full-time counsdors. three lnrern
counselors and one doctoral In·
tern, along with support from the
Cleveland Clinic for students
needing help.
He says that the toughest step
is to make the first call, but adds,
"It is reasonable to expect relief
from feeling lousy.•

FLoweRvzLLe
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Local & Worldwide Delivery
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Dead Man may walk to Oscars

Reflections on San Quentin Prison, Dead Man Walking and morality
Lucchetti
Features Editor

Hometown: Brecksville, O hio
Major: Communications
Idol: Rush Umbaugh
Down the road In 5 yean: Law
School

Ukes: Greece, family. socializing and
my music.
Dislikes: Stupid people, Exams and
staying home on a Saturday night
If I could live anywhere: It would
be Arizona in the winter, Greece in
the spring and Cleveland in the
summer to see my family and friends.
After Graduation: A vacation in
Europe for six weeks and the n it will
be time to get serious and buckle
down to get a job.
Favorite Quote: In the immortal
words of Ferris Bueller. ' Ufe moves

~~~- - .-

Birds fly in and out of the barred windows at the San Quentin Prison in Marin
County, Calif. "I betthe prisoners wish they
were a bird and could fly right out and soar
into the sky, but they can't," said Rev. Tom
Schubeck, SJ. as he reflected on the days he
spent counseling prisoners
"I never had been in a prison but I wanted
to write about p risons a nd prisoners," said
Sch ubeck, cha1rman of the religious studJes department. "At the time, I was teachi ng
ethics at Berkeley and I thought w hat better
way Ito write about prisoners] than to go
and meetthem." Schubeckfirst went to San
Quentin in 1983 and conti n ued volunteering his time there untill986.
"The first time 1went Ito San Quentin]!
was a little scared . I w as going to talk to
folks who weren't your best of citizens. I
never knew what they were going to say to
me," said Schubeck, "So, I would just go
from cell to cell and say 'How are you? Do
you want to talk?.~
Schubeck now teaches classes at John
Carroll University about ethics. "l got into
ethics because I liked doing ethics from a
theological perspective. I was always interested in social ethics," he said.
So, when the movie DeadMan Walking,
based on the true story of Sr. Helen Prejean,
C.S ]., who works with inmates on death
row, hit the theaters it seemed only fitting
to talk to Schubeck about his thoughts and
reflections about this woman and the controversy that surrounds her.
Schubeck had the opportunity to meet
Prejean in Aprill994 when she came and
spoke at JCU. "She was very interesting to
talk to, but what I liked about her was that
she was free and easy in the way that she

Rev. Tom Schubeck, SJ.
walked and talked to people,' he said.
"This is a woman with a lot of courage.
To take a strong position against the death
penalty is not an easy thing to do, especiall ywhen at least two-thirdsof the people
in the United States would be in favor of it,"
said Schubeck.
Schubeck, who has not yet seen the
movie but has read Prejean's book,alsotitled
"Dead Man Walking," commented that, "I
think it's one of the best things ever written
on the dea th penalty and I've read a lot. The
thing that made her so cred ible was that
she was open to looking at bothsidesof the
issue."
As for the movie, Schubeck originally
had mixed emotions. "Myonlyfearwasif it
would do justice to the book. But once I
heard from people who had seen it and said
that it was good and once 1 read Ithe positive! review in the New Yorker I felt better."
Schubeck said that the movie will be

impressionable on the Amen can conscious
mainly because it presents both sides of
this controversial issue.
"One of the things that was most impressive and that I learned from !Prejean]
was that the death penalty never reconciles
anybody. l think itwasshe thatco mmented
that the problem is that once yo u execu te
the person all you have really done is remove the object of rage but you haven't
healed th e ange r a nd th e r age," s a id
Sch u beck.
Schubeck went on to explai n how he
justifies that capital punishment is not morally r ight . "The state has all this tim e to
think about what it is going to do and it has
many alternatives. In a just war theor y if
yo u have other alternatives, you should use
them ," he said.
Schubeck feels that life in prison is the
state's alternative. The person who has committed the crime should be securely kept
from society, he said.
Schubeck also justifies his position
against capital punishment from a religious
perspective. "!The death penalty] is so definitive that it basically says that there is no
forgiveness," he said.
"The Society of jesus tells me that I
should spend time with the poor. People in
prison are very poor folks. The people who
commit crimes and have money get out
and don't stay in prison," said Schubeck.
Though he hasn't counseled prisoners
since his time in San Quentin, Schubeck is
hoping to start up again soon.
Both Schubeck and Prejean have said
that they feel deeply for the families who
have been victims of crime and while they
do not condone the crimes the prisoners
have committed, they remain adamant in
their stance against capital puni shment.

... fasU you don't 5tQQM!Ci take

a look around, you might miss it.. •
ldeaJ Job: Being a fi ight attedant
Because I would love to travel
around the U.S. and the World. Or
Catwoman. She's got a great outfit
and she gets t o beat up o n bad guys
Favorite Actor: AI Pacino

Marla Trlvlsonno
Assistant Features Editor

Lights, camera, action!
AsthejohnCarroll Television News team
rolls
in to this spring semester, they are lookFavorite Radio Station: 92.3 FM
ing for ward to expanding their coverage
and adapting to a new-found audience on
the ca mpus- wide cable system.
"We went
fro m an aud ience of zero
into
ever y
d orm room ,"
said executive
producer Jay
Svoboda. "They
were doi ng rea I
stor ies before
the cable system , but now
everybody can
actually see
and heart hem."
" The y' ve
been produc ing a television
show he re for
years," added
associate producer Chris
Tye , "but beGUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP,
cause this is the
second year in
DOUBLE DIAMOND, WOODPECKER
the new studio
CIDER, AND WATNEY'S BY THE
and the first
year on cable,
PINT AND It.l PJNT
it's completely
different."
This semester, on-air diffen:nces will
include
a
II A.M. -2A.M.-LLIDt 00 DINf'IR~ON_S
longer feature
segment every
KITOIN QCIDAT It P.rt FfH: PNifiJAT IVIHl'll£
week, in -studio
Bl.I..DKi
interviews, use
of the video
321-9356
toaster graph LOCATID tl CIDAA ClNTER IY:!Ol CIDAA ROO
ics machine ,

15 CENT WINGS WEDNESDAYS
AND SUNDAYS 20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL FOOD TO ALL CARROLL
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
WITH VALID I. D., EXCEPT SPECIALS

ROLLING ROCK DRAFT SPECIALS!

more taped pieces and a larger variety of
students involved in anchoring.
Svoboda explained that t hejCTV News
team just wanted to get on the air last semester, and now that they havegainedcon£ide nee, they are aiming for more collaboration.
'Now that we know we
ca n do this each wee k, we're
going to expa nd it for more
people to be on air,' he said.
The team will rotate positions behind the scenes as
well.
Beyond these program
changes, JCTV News will
feature many of the same
segmen ts as last semester:
news, sports, weathe r,enterta inment, on-ca mpus news
and the national report.
However, more extensive
coverage means more work.
"What we want to do first
of all is increase our staff
size because that is key to
covering more things," Tye
said.
It takes a minimum of 12 to 14 people
actually in thestudiototapeeach week, not
counting story writers.
"lf we had more people it would go much
quicker," Svoboda said. "lf anybody is interested in TV production or being involved in
TV news in any way; we can certainly use
their help.
1obs include anchoring, camera work,
field reporting, audio board, graphics and
even directing for those interested,' said
Svoboda.
]CTV News tapes every Tuesday evening
after five o'clock. Those interested are welcome to come and join
Students may also take the television
production practicurn for one credit hour.
"When you take the practicum ,you help
on the show each week, write stories, work
the cameras, work in the booth, do any feature, and then turn it in to Dr. Stephenson,"

Svoboda said.
Onesuchpracticumstudent wassophornore Anna DiFranco, who ran a machine
called the character generator.
She was responsible for typing in the
names on the credits, prepar ing still store
pictures such as the weather maps and find-

Comedy
The lm prov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer John Carroll
students a special $1 ad mission to midnight shows every Saturday. Students must be 19 years old and over, however only one
student in the part y needs a Carroll lD.Scheduled to perform th is
Saturday, Feb. 3 is jac k Coen. Reservations are required. Call
696-4677.

Film
Sean Pem and Susan Sarandon star in Dead Man Walking
Christopher M. Green
Staff Reporter
It's almost like clockwork. As
theOscarsquicklyapproach,there
are always one ortwo movies that
squeeze in the race. Enter Dead
Man Walking, starring Sean Penn
and Susan Sarandon.
Inspired bytrueevents,thefilm
is based on the book of the same
name by Sister Helen Prejean CSJ,
whom Sarandon portrays. Sister
Helen is a spiritual woman chosen by death row inmate Mauhew
Poncelet (Penn) to be his spiritual
advisor as his life ticks away.
Matthew is in prison for murde ring and raping two teen-agers.
The parents of the victims want
reve-.ngc; th y
Ma.I.Ul.C\Ii'J.O~...
executed by lethal injection, and
their wish is granted. In six days,
the convicted murderer is to be
put to rest. That is where Sis ter
Helen steps in , unprepared for

what will eventually ensue.
The ad visor spends endless
hours with Matthew atthe prison,
and a relationship develops hetween the two - something she
could never have fathomed. At
first , he puts his macho image to
the forefront, but as the end of his
life nears with each passing
minute, Sister Helen works her
spiritual and humanistic magic.
As the execution day draws
nearer,theirrelationshipbecomes
stronger.She hopes to persuade the
inmate to lose his macho-racist
rnaskandadmitwhathehasdone.
NotonlydoesSisterHelenhave
to deal with the emotional trauma
of every visit with him , but once
"

s e doing. they see her as an
outcast. So, she must attempt to
fill the loneliness, anger and desperation of both sides.
Directed by Tim Robbins

(Shawshank Redemption), Walk ing is an exceptional film filled
with great emotion and energy.
Robbins shows his uncann y ability to cover all angles and feelings
in o nl y his second direc tor ial
project(his first being Bob Roberts.)
Sarandon's portrayal of the
real-life Sister Helen is flawless.
She conveys tremendouscompassion and depth. The actress has
earned three Oscar nominations
over the past four years, and she
shouldn't come horne emptyhanded this year. Penn plays the
death row inmate with precise
perfection. His energy and brilliance in this role should put him
frontandcentercomeOscarni ght.

Two Bits (Miramax),a coming-of -age story directed by Ja mes
Foley, is scheduled to open tomorrow (Friday, Feb. 2). The story,
set in Philadelphia in 1933, stars Academy Award-winner AI
Pacino asa lovable but feisty grandfatherwhoteaches his grandson, Gennaro (Jerry Ba rone), about life. The story contains 'two
bits,' the ad mission price to a movie house, and a lesson that the
grandson will carry with him for life. Check local listings for
theatres and showtimes.
jeff Bridges and Scott Wolf ('Party of Five') star in Hollywood
Pictures' White Squall, scheduled to open tomorrow (Friday,
Feb. 2). The adventure begins when a sea captain and a group of
teen-age boys setoff foraneight-rnonthCaribbean voyage. Tragedy strikes when a storm sinks their ship. The survivors are
forced to confront their ill-fated voyage and discover their own
inner strengths. Check local listings for theatres and showtirnes.

like Dead Man Walking. It Is an
energetic and emotional masterpiece. It will leave you breathless
and emotionally drained. Hollywood saved the best for last.

Music
Clevela nd State University's Black Studies Program prese nts

Richard Davis & Friends, an all-star jazz quintet, Sunday, Feb.
4 at 7:30 p.m . in Waetje n Auditorium in the Music and Communication Building (2001 Euclid Ave.). Davis, a world -renowned
bassist, will also present a free master class for bass players on
Monday, Feb. 5, from 9 to ll a.m. in the Drinko Recital Hall.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for students and children. Call
the Black Studies Office at 687-5461 or 687-3655.

0a

you like where your career is going? Is the path you're on a fast track or

a dead end? As a Nonhwestem Mutual agent, you can realize the drea m of calling
your own shots, with no cap on your earning power. First, you'd be pan of the

ing out local movie information.
DiFranco joinedJCTV News because she
was "interested in the field of communication and wanted to know how it felt [to be]
on a television set.
Meeting new people and seeing the show
come together was the best part of the]CTV
News experience for DiFranco. She is hoping to continue writing for the news this
semester.
She also wants tocominue helping with
the production of the entertainment program, which tapes on Thursday nights.
Meanwhile, the ]CTV News team will
continue to grow. New episodes will air on
Wednesdays and play through the week.
And, of course, student input is needed.
Svoboda welcomes students to call thecomrnunications department with story ideas.
As Tye said, "We encourage people to
keep their eyes open.•
n

number one sales force in America. You'd receive the best investment in your
future - training. What's more, you'd rep resent a company hailed as "the most
respected" and "the most financially sound- in the industry. Call

at 216!241-5840.

TilE CLEVELAND AGENCY

1801 E. Ninth Street, Suite 800, Cleveland, OH 44114

The Quiet Company• For People Who Know Where They're Going.

Theatre
Playhouse Square Center presents joseph and the Amazing
Technfcolor Dream coat Tuesday, Feb. 6 and runs through Feb.
ll. The musical is a retelling of the Biblicalstoryofjoseph (played
by Sam Harris) and his ll brothers at the time of the Pharaoh.
Tickets range from $23.50 to $42.50 and are on sale now at the
Playhouse Square Box Office, Advantix outlets, or charge by
phone at 241-6000.
Dobarna's Night Kitchen presents The Realistic World 2
Friday and Saturday nights at ll p.m. now through. Feb. 10 at
Dobama Theatre (1846 Coventry Road) This 60- minute performance revolves around seven strangers, aged 17 to 27 years old,
who are chosen toshareanapartrnenton Coventry. The new cast
includes JCU students Trishalana M. Kopaitich, Sarah Morton
and Anne Sertich. Admission is $3 and doors open a half-hour
before curtain For more information call932-6838.

Coming Attractions were compiled by lani Assil.y. assistant
entertainment editor- and Karen Obr<ut, entertainment editor.
Datts and limes are su~ect to change.
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Dead Man may walk to Oscars

Reflections on San Quentin Prison, Dead Man Walking and morality
Lucchetti
Features Editor

Hometown: Brecksville, Ohio
Major: Communications
Idol: Rush Limbaugh
Down the road In 5 yean: Law
School
Ukes: Greece, family, socializing and
my music.
Dislikes: Stupid people, Exams and
staying home on a Saturday night
If I could live anywhere: It would
be Arizona in the winter. Greece in
the spring and Cleveland in the
summer to see my family and friends.
After Graduation: A vacation in
Europe for six weeks and then it will
be time to get serious and buckle
down to get a job.
Favorite Quote: In the immortal
words of Ferris Bueller. ' Life moves

,...~~~~--

--l--'lil

faU.j{ VOl' don't ~Mlli-tiN
a look around, you might miss it..'
Ideal Job: Being a flight attedant.
Because I would love to travel
around the U.S. and the World. Or
Catwoman. She's got a great outfit
and she gets to beat up on bad guys
Favorite Actor: AI Pacino
Favorite Radio Station: 92.3 FM

Birds fly in and out of the barred win·
dows at the San Quentin Prison in Marin
County,Calif. "l bet the prisoners w1sh they
were a bird and could fly right out and soar
into the sky, but they can't," said Rev. Tom
Schubeck,SJas he reflected on the days he
spent counseling prisoners.
"I never had been in a prison but I wanted
to write about prisons and prisoners," said
Schubeck, chairman of the religious studies department. "Atthe time, I was teaching
ethicsatBcrkeleyand I thought what better
way (to write about prisoners] than to go
and meet them." Schubeckfirst went to San
Quentin in 1983 and continued volunteering his time there untill986.
"The first time I went [to San Quentin] I
was a little scared. I was going to talk to
folks who weren't your best of citizens. I
never knew what they were going to say to
me," said Schubeck, "So, 1 would just go
from cell to cell and say 'How are you? Do
you want to talk?.m
Schubeck now teaches classes at john
Carroll University about ethics. "I got into
ethics because !liked doing ethics from a
rheological perspective. I was always interested in social ethics," he said.
So, when the movie Dead Man Walhing.
based on the true story of Sr. Helen Prejean,
C.SJ, who works with inmates on death
row, hit the theaters it seemed only fitting
to calk co Schubeck about his thoughts and
reflections about this woman and the controversy tha t surrounds her.
Schubeck had the opportunity to meet
Prejean in April1994 when she came and
spoke atjCU. "She was very interesting to
talk to, but what lliked about her was that
she was free and easy in the way that she

Rev. Tom Schubeck, SJ.
walked and talked to people,' he said.
"This is a woman with a lot of courage.
To take a strong position against the death
penalty is not an easy thing to do, especial1ywhen at least two-thirds of the people
in the United Stares would be in favor of it,"
said Schubeck.
Schubeck, who has not yet seen the
movie but has read Prejean'sbook,alsotitled
"Dead Man Walking," commented that, "I
think it'soneof the best thingseverwrinen
on the death penalty and l'vercadalot The
thing that made her so credible was that
she was open to looking at both sides of the
issue.•
As for the movie, Schubeck originally
had mixed emotions. "My on! y fear was if it
would do justice to the book. But once I
heard from people who had seen itandsaid
that it was good and once I read [the positive] review in the New Yorher I felt better."
Schubeck said that the movie will be

impressionable on the Amencan conscious
mainly because it presents both sides of
this controversial issue.
"One of the things that was most impressive and that I learned from [Prejean!
was chat the death penalty never reconciles
anybodylthink itwasshethatcommented
that the problem is that once you execute
the person all you have really done is remove the object of rage but you haven't
healed the anger and the rage," said
Schubeck.
Schubeck went on to explain how he
justifies that capital punishment is not morally right. "The state has all this time to
think about what it isgoingtodoand it has
many alternatives. In a just war theory if
you have or her alternatives, you should use
them," he said .
Schubeck feels that life in prison is the
state's alternative. The person whohascommitted the crime should be securely kept
from society, he said.
Schubeck also justifies his position
against capital punishmentfroma religious
perspective. "!The death penalty] is so definitive chat it basically says that there is no
forgiveness," he said.
"The Society of Jesus tells me chat I
should spend time with the poor. People in
prison arc very poor folks. The people who
commit crimes and have money get out
and don't sray in prison," said Schubeck.
Though he hasn't counseled prisoners
since his time in San Quentin, Schubeck is
hoping to start up again soon.
Both Schubeck and Prejean have said
that they feel deeply for the families who
have been victims of crime and while they
do not condone the crimes the prisoners
have committed, they remain adamant in
their stance against capital punishment.

J
Marla Trlvlaomo
Assistant Features Editor

Lights, camera, action!
Ast he john Carroll Television News team
rolls into thisspringsemesrer, they are looking forward to expanding their coverage
and adapting to a new·found audience on
the campus-wide cable system.
"We went
from an audience of zero
into
every
dorm room."
said executive
producer jay
Svoboda. "They
were doing real
stories before
the cable system, but now
everybody can
actually see
and heart hem."
"They've
been producing a television
show here for
I.
years," added
associate producer Chris
Tye , "b ut beGUJNESS, MURPHY'S, HARP,
ca usc this is the
second year in
DOUBLE DIAMOND, WOODPECKER
the new studio
CIDER, AND WATNEY'S BY THE
and the first
year on cable,
PINT AND Jn PINT
it's completely
different."
This semester, on-air differences wi II
include
a
II A.M.-2A.M.- LLJ\10-tOO DNlR 5fE(]}U
longer feature
segment every
KrrGIN QOOAT II P.M. AlE PNN(iATIVJ! CJll-E
week, in-studio
Bl.JI.Dt(j
interviews, use
of the video
321-9356
toaster graphLOCATID tl GDAA <lNl1R I~ QDAA RCW:>
ics machine,

15 CENT WINGS WEDNESDAYS
AND SUNDAYS 20% DISCOUNT
ON ALL FOOD TO ALL CARROLL
STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF
WITH VALID D., EXCEPT SPECIALS

ROLLINO ROCK DRAFT SPECIALS!

more taped pieces and a larger variety of
students involved in anchoring.
Svoboda explained that thejCTV News
team just wanted to get on the air last semester,andnowthat they havegainedconfidence, they are aiming for more collaboration.
'Now that we know we
cando this each week,we're
going to expand it for more
people to be on air,' he said.
The team will rotate positions behind the scenes as
well.
Beyond these program
changes, JCTV News will
feature many of the same
segments as last semester:
news, sports, weather,entertainment, on-campus news
and the national report.
However, more extensive
coverage means more work
"What we want to do first
of all is increase our staff
size because that is key to
covering more things," Tye
said.
It takes a minimum of 12 to 14 people
actually in thestudiototapeeach week, not
counting story writers.
"II we had more people it would go much
quicker," Svoboda said. "If anybody is interested in TV production or being in valved in
TV news in any way, we can certainly use
their help.
jobs include anchoring, camera work,
field reporting, audio board, graphics and
even directing for those interested,' sa1d
Svoboda.
jCTVNewstapeseveryTuesdayevening
af rer five o'clock. Those interested are welcome to come and join.
Students may also take the television
production practicum for one credit hour.
"When you take the practicum, you help
on the show each week, write stories, work
the cameras, work in the booth, do any feature, and then turn it ln to Dr. Stephenson,"

Svoboda said.
One such practicum student wassopho·
more Anna DiFranco, who ran a machine
called the character generator.
She was responsible for typing in the
names on the credits, preparing still store
picturessuchas the weather maps and find-

Comedy
The lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Saturday Students must be 19 years old and over, however only one
student in the party needs a Carroll iD Scheduled to perform this
Saturday; Feb. 3 is jack Cotn. Reservations are required. Call
696-4677.

Film
Sean Pem and Susan Sarardon star in Dead Man Walking
Clvlstopher M. Green
Staff Reporter

It's almost like clockwork. As
the Oscarsquickly approach, there
are always one or two movies that
squeeze in the race. Enter Dead
Man Walking, starring Sean Penn
and Susan Sarandon.
Inspired by true events, the film
is based on the book of the same
name by Sister Helen Prejean C.Sj.,
whom Sarandon portrays. Sister
Helen is a spiritual woman chosen by death row inmate Mauhew
Poncelet (Penn) to be his spiritual
advisor as his life ricks away.
Matthew is in prison for murdering and raping two teen-agers.
The parents of the victims want
reve.n&~=; they"" ................,.... ,•._
executed by lethal injection, and
their wish is granted. In six days,
the convicted murderer is to be
put to rest. That is where Sister
Helen steps in, unprepared for

what will eventually ensue.
The advisor spends endless
hours with Matthew at the prison,
and a relationship develops between the two - something she
could never have fathomed. At
first, he puts his macho image to
the forefront , but as the end of his
life nears with each passing
minute, Sister Helen works her
spiritual and humanistic magic.
As the execution day draws
nearer, their relationship becomes
stronger.She hopes to persuade the
inmate to lose his macho-racist
maskandadmirwhathehasdone.
NotonlydoesSister Helen have
to deal with the emotional trauma
of every visit with him , but once

(Shawshank Redemption), Walking is an exception aI film filled

s e is doing, they see her as an
outcast. So, she must attempt to
fill the loneliness, anger and desperation of both sides.
Directed by Tim Robbins

like ad Man Walking. It is an
energetic and emotional masterpiece. It will leave you breathless
and emotionally drained. Hollywood saved the best for last.

with great emotion and energy.
Robbins shows his uncanny ability to cover all angles and feelings
in only his second directorial
project(hisfirst beingBobRobats.)
Sarandon's portrayal of the
real-life Sister Helen is flawless.
She conveys tremendous compassion and depth. The actress has
earned three Oscar nominations
over the past four years, and she
shouldn't come home emptyhanded this year. Penn plays the
death row inmate with precise
perfection. His energy and brilliance in this role should pur him
fron tandcentercomeOscarnight.

Two Bits (Miramax), a coming-of -age story directed by James
Foley, is scheduled to open tomorrow (Friday, Feb. 2). The story,
set in Philadelphia in 1933, scars Academy Award-winner AI
Pacinoas a lovable but feisty grandfather who teaches his grandson, Gennaro (Jerry Barone), about life. The story contains 'two
bits,' the admission price to a movie house, and a lesson that the
grandson will carry with him for life. Check local listings for
theatres and showtimes.

jeff Bridges and Scott Wolf ("Party of Five") star in Hollywood
Pictures' White Squall , scheduled to open tomorrow (Friday,
Feb. 2). The adventure begins when a sea captain and a group of
teen-age boys set off for aneight·month Caribbean voyage. Tragedy strikes when a storm sinks their ship. The survivors are
forced to confront their ill-fated voyage and discover their own
inner strengths. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Music
Cleveland State University's Black Studies Program presents

Richard Davis & Friends, an all-star jazz quintet, Sunday, Feb.
4 at 7:30p.m. in Waetjen Auditorium in the Music and Communication Building (2001 Euclid Ave.). Davis, a world-renowned
bassist, will also present a free master class for bass players on
Monday, Feb. 5, from 9 to ll a.m. in the Drinko Recital Hall.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $5 for students and children. Call
the Black Studies Office at 687-546l or 687-3655.

0o

you like where your career is going' Is the path you're on a fast track .or

a dead end? As a Northwestern Mutual agent, you can realize the dream of calling
your own shot.S, with no cap on your earning power. Firsl, you'd be part of the

ing out local movie information.
DiFranco joinedJCTV News because she
was "interested in the field of communication and wanted to know how it felt [to bel
on a television set"
Meeting new people and seeing the show
come together was the best pan of theJCTV
News experience for DiFranco. She is hoping to continue writing for the news this
semester.
She also wants to continue helping with
the production of the entertainment program, which tapes on Thursday nights.
Meanwhile, the JCTV News team will
continue to grow. New episodes will air on
Wednesdays and play through the week.
And, of course, student input is needed.
Svoboda welcomes students to call thecommunications department with story ideas.
As Tye said, "We encourage people to
keep their eyes open."

number one sales force in America. You 'd receive the best inv stment in your
future - training. What's more, you'd represent a company hailed as 'the most

respected" and "the most financially sound" in the industry Call
at 216/241-5840

TilE CLEVELAND AGENCY
1801 E. Ninth Street, Suite 800, Cleveland, OH 44114

The Quiet Company• For People Who Know Where They're Going.

Theatre
Playhouse SquareCemer presents joseph and the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat Tuesday, Feb. 6 and runs through Feb.
Il. The musical is a retelling of the Biblical story of joseph (played
by Sam Harris) and his 11 brothers at the time of the Pharaoh.
Tickets range from $23.50 to $42.50 and are on sale now at the
Playhouse Square Box Office, Advantix outlets, or charge by
phone at 241-6000.
Dobama's Night Kitchen presents The Realistic World 2
Friday and Saturday nights at 11 p.m. now through Feb. 10 at
Dobama Theatre (l846 Coventry Road). This 60- minute performance revolves around seven strangers, aged 17 to 27 years old,
who are chosen toshareanapartment on Coventry. The new cast
includes JCU students Trishalana M. Kopaitich, Sarah Monon
and Anne Sertich. Admission IS $3 and doors open a half-hour
before curtain. For more information call932-6838.

Coming Atrractions wert compiled by Lani Assily, assistant
entertainment editor and Karen Obrzut, entertainment editor.
Dates and limes art s~ect to change.
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Not such a novel idea, but still working
leave hIS hands. His collaboration
as co-writer for the script of JurasSiC and its ensuing dommation of
the movie world lay the evidence
for the case that it was a good idea
~----.,.., to keep him
aboard .
While critICS suggested
that this film 's
punch was attributable to spectacular visual feats ,
there is no denying
that
Crichton 's
o J<l 1 """~ imaginat ion made it
all poss1ble. The creation of
0 an amusement park inhabIt's no wonder
t._o.....;.:l.,.__ _. ited by dinosaurs.
Chaos
many current literary works seem theory Discourses on the workto bewriuen ripe for the plucking ings of DNA.
ofhungrymoviemakers. Some of
And his portfolio is filled with
them probably are. Butadaptinga more hit films- among them Risnovel to the big screen can be a ing Sun ($65 million) and last
touchy process.
summer'sCongo($80million)-in
A producer sometimes needs all of which he remained a part of
to do a virtual tap dance between the production.
an author's wishes and audience
And then there are writers
expectations-wearingnordainty who hand over their works to filmslippers but combat boots. It's a makers and sull win big. Clancy's
whole puz.z.le in itself. One that The Hunt for Red October deeppays off, however, if the novel sixed other box office contenders
makes a successful jump from while The Firm, based on
bookshelf to screen
Grisham's book of the same name,
Crichton unearthed a little was a hit beyond all reasonable
dino DNA and buried all his com- doubt.
petuion with the book-to-movie
Other authors have not always
jurassic Park. A whopping $912 met with the same success. Ernest
million worldwide box-office fig- Hemingway was angry when he
ure made 1t the h1 ghest grossing received the proposed script for a
film ever. One of the reasons the filmadaptationstarringGaryCoomovie version of Crichton's book per of his classic 'For Whom the
was such a success 1s that the au- Bell Tolls', a novel about the Spanthor never entirely let the project ish civil war. Not just angry. Livid.

..----114o

And another thing

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
It's a non-curable disease
which srrikescoachesearly in
their careers and stays with
them until they die ortakejobs
as T.V. commentators. This
tragic ailment known as Cliche-i tis overtakes major college and professional coaches,
giving their press conferences
all the originality of the John
Carroll dance team.
Note: This was not taken
verbatim [rom a Bill Belichick
press conference, although it
could have been.

Coach Blando, what were
some of the problems you had
today?
Well, wedidn'texecute and
we failed to capitalize on their
mistakes.

Wasitanythingtlleydidyou
weren't pre pared forl
Wejustdidn'tdothe th ings
that we need to do to be suecessfu I. A bounce of the ball
either way though, and we're
nght back into the game.
But coach,you did lose by 45
points...
Ah, but they got the breaks
and took advantage of opportunities. You have to give them
credit. We also didn't contain
Johnson. Hereallygavethema
lift. Hewascoolasacucumber
out there. Hejusttookthewind
outofoursalls.

Beacon journal.
Demi Moore (top) couldn't save Roland Joffe's adaptation of the
Nathaniel Hawthorne classic 'The Scarlet Letter." Will The Juror,
with Moore and Alec Baldwin, stay true to the best-seller? Meryl
Streep helped The Bridges of Madison County match the book's
success. Next, she'll star with Liam Neeson (bottom) in Before
and After, based on the book by Rosellen Brown.
to eat up hot authors with even
hotter novels. And why not? A
best-seller represents a product
which already has been put to the
acid test in a highly competitive
market. In the end, predicting a

movie's performance is no exact
science. But the reward s are
aplenty when that old movie
magic transforms the black-andwhite page into a silver screen
blockbuster.

Roses delivers romance
Kristen Schneldler

***OVER 50 EMPLOYERS COMING TO MEET YOU***

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1996
7 -9P.M.
LSC CONFERENCE ROOM
DON'T MISS IT!!
AIL WEIIDME 10ATIEND

***OVER 50 EMPLOYERS COMING TO MEET YOU***

EMPLOYER CAREER
INFORMKr'ION NIGHT
***OVER 50 EMPLOYERS COMING TO MEET YOU***

I

Reporter·s nightmare

AmongothercommentS made
in a lener (reprinted in Harpds
magazine) to his agent, Donald
Priede, he writes about a character: "Gustavo is middle-aged and
wears long mustaches (in the
script) ... There haven't been any
long mustaches on a Spaniard m
the last 100 years. Please keep
long mustaches off everybody in
the picture unless you are prepared to furnish little cartons for
the audience to vomit in.·
Hemingway was, easy to say,
less than satisfied.
A current writer who has had
equally bad experiences with
movies made from his books is
novelist Dean Koontz.. Koontz,
author of such science fiction/
horror books as 'Watchers" and
"Hideaway,' has several times seen
his mega-sellers turn into megaduds once they hit the box office.
"(Hollywood producers) don 't
read what they buy, so they don't
realize that everything that made
the book successful is missing
from the movie,"sa1d Koontz ina
recent interview with the Ahron
Another major hurdle in a
book's metamorphosis to film is
reader expectations. The movie
version is sometimes cut so as to
only loosely resemble the novel
on which it is based. Or an actor
or actress might not jive with the
person that the reader has already
cast in his or her head. In any
case, it's no surprise when someone leaves the theatre upset or at
least a little disappointed .
But movie big wigs continue

Opinion Editor
Hey all you hopeless romantics, I know you're out there. The
newest movie for you is also out
there, and it's called Bed of Roses.
But, even if you are not a hopeless
romantic, or are even what some
may call cynical when it comes to
romance, Bed ofRoses is the movie
for you, too.
The film, starring Christian
Slater and Mary Stuart Masterson,
will capture your heart, no matter
how hard you try to fight it
Roses is a fairy tale about the
dream we all have: finding that
mysterious once-in-a-lifetime
love. The story is not quite as
simple as boy meets girL they fall
in love and live happily ever after,
however.
Lisa (Masterson), is an ambitiouscareer woman on her way to
the top as a newly appointed vice
president at her investment firm.
Work,itappears,isallshehas,with
the exception of a passionless boyfriend. This all changes rather
quickly. While closing her first
major deal, lisa receives news that
her legal guardian/foster father
has died. After work, she discovers that her fish is dead, which
proves to be the icing on the cake.
She walks to the window and
begins to weep, unaware that below her window, a lonely young
man happens to be walking by
who sees her. The next day atthe
office,shereceivesa beautiful bouquet of flowers with a blank card.
When her boss sends her on a
forced vacation, Lisa begins to
solve the mystery. She eliminates
her sometimes-boyfriend, who
couldn't havesentthem because it
"would never have occurred to
him.'She then questions the floral
shop that arranged the bouquet.

The manager, Lewis, (played to
perfection b¥ Slater) does eventually admit that he is the one who
sent the flowers after seeing her
crying. Lewis then persuades Lisa
to spend th e day with him, delivering flowers, to show her what
great joy this brings to other
people's lives, and thus, to him.
It is when lisa meets up w ith
her best friend (Pamela Segall)rha t
we truly begin to understand her
(and for many of us, relate to her).
lisa tells her friend that "things
like that don't really happen, and
especially not to me .· And so it is
revealed that Lisa is no dreamer
with her head stuck in the clouds.
She is, in fact, extremely cynical
about love, convinced that her
prince is never going to come.
Even when Lewis tells her that
he is falling in love with her, lisa
remains very reserved and skeptical. Clearly, Lisa wants to love
Lewis, but something is holding
her back.
Masterson succeeds at portraying the cynic who doesn't want to
believe that someone could love
her, but fails to show any real emotion towardSlater'scharacter.The
chemistry between the two, at
least on Slater's part, does seem
real. lf you've never beena big fan
of Slater (like myself), make sure
you check him out in this film .
You may change your mind. But,
more important, whether you are
a hopelessromanticoracynicconvinced you will never find your
prince or princess, make sure you
see Btd of Roses.
I'm not saying you'll find your
soul mate sitting in front of you in
the theatre, but this movie will at
least restore some faith that it is
okay to believe in the fantasy, because when you least expect it,
your dreams can come true.
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ball. We had to play catch up
and from there. We were out of
thefryingpan and intothdire,
so to speak. But I'm confident
we'll bounce back. This is a
resiliant group of guys who
have faced and overcome a lot
of adversity.

Are there any benefits out of
losing a game like this?
Well, I'm not one to put
much stock in moral victories,
but sometimes it's importam
to get games like this under
your belt and use them as learning experiences. Most importam, though, is to put this one
behind us.

Couldyoucommenl on your
upcominggame?
We have a lot of respect for
the Christian Sisterhood team.
They're not a team you can
overlook. Each teaminthisconference poses a different threat
and unique challenges. Wejust
take lt one game at a time, and
let the chips fall where they
may.
What sort ofchallenges will
the Sisterhood team pose? They

have an 87 game losing streak
and a lot of injuries.

Well, a cornered animal is
always the most dangerous.
You can't afford to underestimate anyone in this league. I
know, because of injuries,
they've had todressfourof their
cheerleaders. but don't let those
lsrllereanythingyou would skirts fool you. They're a well
coached team who loves to
have done differently today?
Well, le t me first say that 1 compete. One thing is forcer-_r

'7

ers. They really gave 110%. I
couldn'taskforanythingmore.
In terms of doing anything differen t, it all comes down to execution and who makes the
most plays. Today; they made
more plays than we did.

Is there anything specific
you could point to as why?
Not really, !just think they
were up to the task, and we
weren't. We missed the boat
on some opportunities early
on. They drew first blood by
getting out to such a fast start,
and it put us behind the eight

Does a loss like this help the
team's concentrationgoing into
that game?
Only time will tell on that
one. A blowoutlossoftenisthe
unkindestcutof all. Its a humbling experience, and self
doubtbeginstocreepin. We've
paintedourselvesintoacorner,
but lexpectustocomeoutwith
a real fire in our eyes. I think if
we playwithin ourselves, it will
all work out for the best. We'll
come to play -1 can assure you
of that. You can take it to the
bank."
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Men's swimmers split, women sweep
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter
This past weekend john Carroll men'sswimmingteam p1cked
up where they left off in the Ohio
Athletic Conference winning column. With the teams consecutive
dualmeetstreak broken by Mount
Union on January 20th, Carroll
did not even think twice against
Baldwin-Wallace. With a score of
150-95, in Berea, it was clear that
the rebound for the men wasn't a
difficult one.
"We just knew what we had to
do to get the job done," said junior
Jeff Juergens, who won the 200yard free and the 2100 free relay.
Other
winners against
Baldwin-Wallace were Pat Carey
in the 1000 free (10:36.22), Jay
Donatointhel00back(59:52),Rob
Morris in the 500free(5:0426)and
Matt Olver with victories in 100
fly (58.57) and the 200 free relay.
Alon g with thecon ferencewin
came another loss for the men's
record. Although this loss does
not count against their conference
record , the men now stand at 4-5
overall In the 130-104 loss to
Oberlin, theonl ywinners to break
through were jeff Juergens in the
lOOO free (l 0:06.77) and 500 free
(4:5846), Jay Donato 200 back
(2:05.55) and diver Frank
D'Angelo.
"Right now, we still have full
confidence in ourselves and are
preparing for Wooster," comments
Matt Olver. "Wooster has beaten
us at their place in the past, but
being here at Carroll in our pool,
don't count us out yet."
As th e 1nen be an w \ nn\n

i.n

tne con erence again, the women
contin ued their streak. Although
things began a little shaky with
their 400-yard medley relay "A·
team being disqualified, they fin-

BE S EBYE

ished strong against Oberlin.
With the disqualification,
Carroll's "B"team got the1 r chance
to show that they could also be
winners.
"It was kind of funny how
things happened," said senior
Michelle Saunier, member of the
"B" team. "We were talking before
the stan about getting our chance
to beast the"A" team,and we did."
TheJohn Carroll women ended
up defeating Oberlin 127-87, with
winscomingf rom Debbiejanchar
in the 50 free, Brenna Carey in the

200 fly and Pam Jimison m the
200 back.
For the Streaks a victory over
Baldwin-Wallace came as easy as
1,2,3. Withascoreofl41 ·98,Carroll let its presence be known.
Multiple winners against the Yellow jackets were Kara Newmeyer
m the 100 free, Roslyn Valentino
in the 100 breast and Pamjimison
in the 200 medley relay, 100 back
and 200 free relay.
The next big meet for the teams
is against Wooster here at Carroll
on February )rd.

..
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Junior Matt Olver performing the 100- yard butterfly in pursutt of
the finish line.

Women's b-ball falls twice
Kevin Bachman
Reporter
The second half of the season
for John Carroll UniversityCoach
Carol Dugan's women'sbaskctball
team does not !l,C t a n y C<l S\c r as

and left the same way. The result
was not pleasant for the Blue
Streaks as they were defeated 6853.
Sophom01 e Maggie O'Gara's
t <tm hi!l,h 12 p!)l 11 \ <; ,\n d Moll y

timefortheOhioAth leticConference playoffs.
On Tuesday, the Mount Union
Purple Ratders came to the Shula
Center tied for second in the OAC

were not quite enough 10 hold off
Mount Union's hot hand . fhe
Purple Raiders shot nearly 54% to
the Blue Streak's 36%.
see B-BALL, page 12
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Career Fair
February 5, 1996

OLDE, America's Full Service Discount Broker5", is
looking for motivated people to establish a career m
the stock brokerage busine s.
OLDE offers:
4-12. month paid training program

Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
lf you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, see us at
the Career Fair on February 5, 1996.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, M I 48226

~OLDE
DJSCOU T STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
AnEqualOpportwuty Employer

,..
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR

ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
By he time you have graduated from
If you didn't s1gn up for ROTC as a
college, you'll have the credenttals of
freshman or sophomore, you can still
an Aimy officer. You'll also have
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Chal- ~iioiilil_.. the self-confidence and diSCrplme
lenge, a paid SIX-week summer L--.-.- ll takes to succeed m college and
beyond
course m leadership trammg.

ARMY ROTt
m

SMDTEST COlLEGE COURSE YOU CD TAIL

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421

•
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Not such a novel idea, but still working
Sam Sublty
leave his hands. H1s collaboration
Assistant Entertainment Editor
as co-writer for the script of ]u rasA word after a word. A sen- sic and its ensumg domination of
tence. A paragraph. Amazing, re- the movie world lay the evidence
ally, likeagiantjigsaw puzzle But fort he case that it was a good idea
, . . . - - -. .,., to keep h1m
with this puzzle the right combination mighttranslate into a bestaboard.
selling novel. With the pot today
While critsweetened even more with pre1cs suggested
that this film 's
miumspaidbyHollywoodpro- ,
ducers, authors followpunch was ami bing the leaders- Tom
utable rospectacuClancy,
John
I
lar visual feats,
Grisham
and D
there is no denying
MichaelCrichton•
ill! that
Crichton's
0 JcH~ ... k imagination made it
literally are seeing
greener pastures
, . _. .
all possible. The creation of
ahead.
0 an amusement park inhabIt's no wonder
u,.........:D-_...:.J ited by dinosaurs. Chaos
many current literaryworksseem theory. Discourses on the workto be written ripe for the plucking ings of DNA.
of hungry movie makers. Some of
And his portfolio is filled with
them probably are. Butadaptinga more hit films- among them Risnovelto the big screen can be a ing Sun ($65 million) and last
touchy process.
summer'sCongo($80million)-in
A producer sometimes needs all of which he remained a part of
to do a vmualtap dance between the production.
an author's wishes and audience
And then there are writers
expectations-wearingnotdaimy who hand over their works to filmslippers but combat boots. lt's a makersandstill win big. Clancy's
whole puzzle in itself. One that The Hunt for Red October deeppays off, however, if the novel sixed other box office contenders
makes a successful jump from while The Firm, based on
bookshelf to screen.
Grisham's book of the same name,
Crichton unearthed a little was a hit beyond all reasonable
dino DNA and buried all his com - doubt.
pemion with the book -to-movie
Other authors have not always
Jurassic Park. A whopping $912 met with the same success. Ernest
million worldwide box-office fig- Hemingway was angry when he
ure made it the h1ghest grossing received the proposed script for a
film ever. One of the reasons the filmadaptatiOnstarringGaryCoomovie version of Crich ton's book per of his classic 'For Whom the
was such a success is that the au- Bell Tolls', a novel about the Spanthor never entirely let the project ish civi I war. Not just angry. Livid.

._..,o

And another thing .]

Reporter's nightmare

Amongothercommentsmade
in a letter (reprinted in Harper's
magazme) to his agent, Donald
Friede, he writes about a character: "Gustavo is middle-aged and
wears long mustaches (in the
script) ... There haven't been any
long mustaches on a Spaniard in
the last 100 years. Please keep
long mustaches off everybody in
the picture unless you are prepared to furnish little cartons for
the audience ro vomit in."
Hemingway was, easy to say,
less than satisfied.
A current writer who has had
equally bad experiences with
movies made from his books is
novelist Dean Koontz. Koontz,
author of such science fiction/
horror books as 'Watchers" and
'Hideaway,' has several times seen
his mega-sellers turn into megaduds once they hit the box office.
"(Hollywood producers) don't
read what they buy, so they don't
realize thateverythi ng that made
the book successful is missing
from the movie," said Koontz in a
recent interview with the A hron

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
It's a non-curable disease
which strikes coaches early in
their careers and stays with
them untiltheydieortakejobs
as T.V. commentators. This
tragic ailment known as Cliche-itis overtakes major college and professional coaches,
giving their press conferences
all the originality of the john
Carroll dance team.
Note: This was not taken
verbatim from a Bill Belichick
press conference, although it
could have been.
Coach Blando, what were
some of the problems you had
today?
Well, we didn't execute and

we failed to capitalize on their
mistakes.

Was it artyth ingtheydid you
weren't prepared for?
Wejustdidn'tdothethings
that we need to do to be suecessful. A bounce of the ball
either way though, and we're
nght back into the game.

Beacon journal.
Another major hurdle in a
book's metamorphosis to film is
reader expectations. The movie
version is sometimes cut so as to
only loosely resemble the novel
on which it is based. Or an actor
or actress might not jive with the
person that the reader has already
cast in his or her head. In any
case, it's no surprise when someone leaves the theatre upset or at
least a little disappointed.
But movie big wigs continue

Demi Moore (top) couldn't save Roland Joffe's adaptation of the
Nathaniel Hawthorne classic 'The Scarlet Letter." Will The Juror,
with Moore and Alec Baldwin, stay true to the best-seller? Meryl
Streep helped The Bridges of Madison County match the book's
success. Next, she'll star with Liam Neeson (bottom) in Before
and After, based on the book by Rosellen Brown.
to eat up hot authors with even movie's performance is no exact
hotter novels. And why not? A science. But the rewards are
best-seller represents a product aplenty when that old movie
which already has been put to the magic transforms the black-andacid test in a high ly competitive white page into a silver screen
market. In the end, predicting a blockbuster.

Roses de ivers romance
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Kristen Schneldler
Opinion Editor
Hey all you hopeless romantics, I know you're out there. The
newest movie for you is also out
there, and it's called Bed of Roses.
But, even if you are nor a hopeless
romantic, or are even what some
may call cynical when it comes to
romance, Bed of Roses is the movie
for you, too.
The film, starring Christian
Slater and Mary Stuart Masterson,
will capture your heart, no matter
how hard you try to fight it.
Roses is a fairy tale about the
dream we all have: finding that
mysterious once-in-a-lifetime
love. The story is not quite as
simple as boy meets girl, they fall
in love and live happily ever after,
however.
Lisa (Masterson), is an ambitious career woman on her way to
the top as a newly appointed vice
president at her investment firm.
Work, it appears,is all she has, with
the exception of a passionless boyfriend . This all changes rather
quickly. While closing her first
majordeal,Lisareceives news that
her legal guardian/foster father
has died. After work, she discovers that her fish is dead, which
proves to be the icing on the cake.
She walks to the window and
begins to weep, unaware that below her window, a lonely young
man happens to be walking by
who sees her. The next day at the
office she receives a beautiful bouquet ~f flowers with a blank card.
When her boss sends her on a
forced vacation, Lisa begins to
solve the mystery. She eliminates
her sometimes-boyfriend, who
couldn't have sent them because it
"would never have occurred to
hi m.'She then questions the floral
shop that arranged the bouquet.

The manager, Lewis, (played to
perfection by Slater) does eventually admit that he is the one who
sent the flowers after seeing her
crying. lewis then persuades Lisa
to spend the day with him, delivering flowers, to show her what
great joy this brings to other
people's lives, and thus, to him.
It is when Lisa meets up with
her bestfriend (Pamela Segall)that
we truly begin to understand her
(and for many of us, relate to her).
Lisa tells her friend that "things
like that don't really happen, and
especially not to me." And so it is
revealed that Lisa is no dreamer
with her head stuck in the clouds.
She is, in fact, extremely cynical
about love, convinced that her
prince is never going to come.
Even when Lewis tells her that
he is falling in love with her, Lisa
remains very reserved and skeptical. Clearly, Lisa wants to love
Lewis, but something is holding
her back.
Masterson succeeds at portraying the cynic who doesn't want to
believe that someone could love
her,butfailstoshowanyrealemotion towardSlater'scharacter. The
chemistry between the two, at
least on Slater's part, does seem
real. If you've never beena big fan
of Slater (like myself), make sure
you check him out in this film.
You may change your mind. But,
more important, whether you are
ahopelessromanticoracynicconvinced you will never find your
prince or princess, make sure you
see Bed of Roses.
I'm not saying you'll find your
soul mate sitting in front of you in
the theatre, but this movie will at
least restore some faith that it is
okay to believe in the fantasy, because when you least expect it,
your dreams can come true.

But coach,you did lose by45
points...
Ah, but they got the breaks
and took advantage of opportunities. You have to give them
credit. We also didn't contain
johnson. Hereallygavethema
lift. Hewascoolasacucumber
our there. Hejust took the wind
out of our sails.

: ___..-.Y"
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lsthereanythingyou would
have done differently today?
Well, let me first say that I

ball. We had to play catch up
and from there.Wewereoutof
thefryingpanand intothefire,
so to speak. But I'm confident
we'll bounce back. This is a
resiliant group of guys who
have [aced and overcome a lot
of adversity.

Are there any benefitsoutof
losi ng a game like this?
Well, I'm not one to put
much stock in moral victories,
but sometimes it's important
to get games like this under
your belt and use them as learning experiences. Most importam, though, is to put this one
behind us.

Could you comment on your
upcominggame?
We have a lot of respect for
the Christian Sisterhood team.
They're not a team you can
overlook Each ream in thisconference poses ad ifferent threat
and unique challenges. Wejust
take it one game at a time, and
let the chips [all where they
may.
What sort of challenges wW

the Sisterhood team pose? They
have an 87 game losing streah
and a lot of injuries.
Well, a cornered animal is
always the most dangerous.
You can't afford to underestimate anyone in this league. I
know, because of injuries,
they've had todressfouro£ their
cheerleaders, bur don'tlet those
skirts [ool you They're a well
coached team who loves to
compete One thi ng is for cer-
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Men's swimmers split, women sweep
Shannon Sullivan
Staff Reporter
This past weekend john Carroll men's swimmmgteam picked
up where they left off in the Ohio
Athletic Conference wmning col·
umn. With the teams consecutive
dual meet streak broken by Mount
Union on january 20th, Carroll
did not even think twice against
Baldwin-Wallace. Withascoreof
150-95, m Be rea, it was clear that
the rebound for the men wasn't a
difficult one.
"We just knew what we had to
do to get the job done," said junior
Jeff Juergens, who won the 200yard free and the 2100 free relay.
Other winners against
Baldwin-Wallace were Pat Carey
in the 1000 free (10.36.22), jay
Donato in the 100 back (59:52), Rob
Morris in the 500 free (5:04.26) and
Matt Olver with victones in 100
fly (58.57) and the 200 free relay.
Along with theconference win
came another loss for the men's
record. Although thi s loss does
notcountaga inst their conference
reco rd, th e men now stand at 4-5
overall In the 130- 104 loss ro
Oberlin, the only winne rs to break
through were jeff Juergens in the
1000 free (1006.77) and 500 free
(4:58.46), Jay Donato 200 back
(2:05.55) and diver Frank
D'Angelo.
"Right now, we still have full
confidence in ourselves and are
preparingfor Wooster," comments
Matt Olver. "Wooster has beaten
us at their place in the past, but
being here at Carroll in our pool,
don't count us out yet."
As Lhe men be an

\n n\n

ui.

~ t-~~ft~~~h.----~~~~r~7~--..~~~~--~~~~~--~ ihe con erence again, the women
ers. They really gave 110%. I
couldn't ask for anything more.
In terms of doinganythingdifferent, it all comes down to execution and who makes the
most plays. Today, they made
moreplaysthanwedid.

ls there anythi ng specific
you could point to as why?
Not really, !just think they
were up to the task, and we
weren't. We missed the boat
on some opportunities early
on. They drew first blood by
getting out to such a fast start,
and it put us behind the eight

Does a loss like this help the

team's concent ra tiongoi ng into

that game?
Only time will tell on that
one. Ablowoutlossoftenisthe
unkindestcutof all. Its a humbling experience, and self
doubtbeginstocreepin. We've
paintedourselvesintoacorner,
but lexpectustocomeoutwith
a real fire in our eyes. I think if
weplaywithinourselves,ltwill
all work out for the best. We'll
come to play- I can assure you
of that. You can take it to the
bank"

continued their streak. Although
things began a little shaky with
their 400-yard medley relay "A"
team being disqualified, they fin-

ished strong against Oberlm.
With the disqualification,
Carroll's "B" team got the1r chance
to show that they could also be
winners.
"It was kmd of funny how
things happened ," said senior
Michelle Saunier, member of the
"B" team. "We were talking before
the start about getting our chance
to beast the" A· team, and we did."
TheJohn Carroll women ended
updefeating Oberlin 127-87, with
winscomingfrom Debbiejanchar
in the SO free, Brenna Carey m the

200 fly and Pam jim1son in the
200 back
For the Streaks a victory over
Baldwin-Wallace came as easy as
1,2,3. With a score of 141-98, Carroll let irs presence be known.
Multiple winners against the Yellow Jackets were Kara Newmeyer
in the 100 free, Roslyn Valentino
in the 100 breast andPamJimison
in the 200 medley relay, IOO back
and 200 free relay.
The next big meet for the teams
is against Wooster here at Carroll
on February 3rd.

•t y l~ 'ftf

Junior Matt Olver performing the 100- yard butterfly in pursu1t of
the finish line.

Women's b-ball falls twice
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
The second half of the season
for john Carroll UnivcrsttyCoach
Carol Dugan's women's basketball
team does not p,e l any ·as1e r as

and left rhe same way. The result
was not pleasant for the Blue
Streaks as they were defeated 6853
ophomore Magg1e O'Gara's
1c am hi!l,h 12 r oinl ' ,\ nd Moll y
:W I; HIU ¥ 1""" •

time for the Ohio Athletic Conference playoffs.
On Tuesday, the Mount Union
Purple Ra1derscamero the Shu Ia
Centertied for second in the OAC

TRAINING

R E S E R Y E
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~~-"""'

were not quite enough to hold off
Mount Union's hot hand. The
Purple Ratders shot near! y 54% to
the Bl uc Streak's 36%
see B·BALL, page 12

CORPS

Career Fair
February 5, 1996

OLDE, America's Full Service DiscoUilt Broker 5"', is
looking for motivated people to establish a career in
the stock brokerage busmess.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits
If you possess excellent communication skills, general
market knowledge and the desire to excel, see us at
the Career Fair on February 5, 1996.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair ca II:

1 800 93 7-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, Ml48226

~OLDE
DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIPC
:\nliqual Opportunity Employer

~

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR

ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't s1gn up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to yow classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a pa1d SIX-week summer
cowse m leadershtp trammg.

By the llme you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Aimy ofhcer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and diSC!plme
1t takes to succeed m college and
beyond.

ARMY ROTC
m

SMDTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOIJ W TUE.

For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Center of attention
Staff Reporter

Senior center Jeff Sesplankis calls for the ball as he 'posts up' in
the paint.

B-BALL
continued from page 11
This game extended john
Carroll's losing streak to 2 games
after having lost on Saturday, too.
JCU,5-8,0AC,8-ll avera 11, traveled to seco nd place Otterbein
hoping to avenge their 71-54 loss
at the Don Shula Sports Center.
But the Ca rdinals, 8-3 0AC,12-5
avera 11, proved too much for the
Blue Streaks in the end, as they
pulled out a narrow 70-64 victory.
Dugan said that the game was
quite different from the earlier
game in University Heights, and
the shots were there.
"It was a major improvement
from the first ga me, but we certainly wanted the win," Dugan
said "We shot a little better, and
ow h«
t\onim-pl'OIIeduthe
game went on."
joh nCarroll started off the second half of league play with two
big wins over conference foes
Marietta and Heidleberg, but ran
into a toughCardmalteam, Dugan
said.
Sophomore forw ard Molly

Brenlove said that intensity and
determination kept the team in
the game for most of the second
half, but foul trouble plagued the
team down low. Sophomore guard
Maggie O'Gara.f reshman forward
Erin B1ehle, and junior center
Deana Bahhur all fouled out for
the Streaks.
"T he foul situation hurt us,"
Brenlove said. "We do not have any
forwards to begin with, but we still
rebounded well, which is a positive aspect that we need to carry
over."
"It's hard to play as aggressive
Iwith 4 fouls]," Brenlove said. "It's
something that's in the back of
your mind , and we played more
hesitant.·
Senior guard Bridgette Moran
again led the team io scor·
she poured in 16 points. Breniove
pulled down 16 rebounds, 8 of
them on the offensive glass
Dugan said she was pleased
with the way her team hit the
boards, but the foul situation gave
the Cardinals an edge, as they hit
26out of 38 free throws,compared

At 6 feet 7 mches and 225
pounds, senior jeff Sesplank is is
probably considered a big man by
most people. It's probably a good
thing, too, because he's been banging bodies on the basketball court
with other OAC centers for four
years now. But this big man has a
quiet mouth. He prefers to lead his
Blue Streak teammates with his
acuons, not his words. "You don't
need toscream to lead,"Sesplankis
said. This reticent individual is
the leader of the men's basketball
team.
Sesplankis has lived in Cleveland his whole life, growing upon
theciry'swestside. Hecomesfrom

to 16 of 23 for john CarrolL
"We have a te ndency to put
teams in the bonus so early lrhatl
it's good for them if they're a good
free throw shooting team.'
Biehle, who added 13 points of
her own, said that the team capitalized on a number of Otterbein
mistakes early on.
"lt was a rea II y good game for
us,' Biehlesa id."We knew what we
needed to do to stay in the game."
Carroll conti nues to hold their
own in shooting and rebounding,
Dugan said, but they have gone to
the fre e throw line 100 times fewer
than thei r opponents this season.
"We do not want to foul as
much," Dugan said. "We want to
play smarter defensively, beat
them to the ball, boxout,andgoto
t

•

The women take the floor next
on Saturday February 3as theOh io
Athletic Conference leaders Capital travel to University Heights to
take on the Blue Streaks in the Don
Sh ula Sports Center.
Michael Ziccardi, sports editor;
contributed LO this article.
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a small family whtchCoach Mike
Moran descnbes as very supportive. "T hey are at all the game>
which is helpful to jeff,' Moran
said. "It inspires him."
Sesplankis was introduced to
basketball at St. Patrick's Grade
School through intramural programs. He moved on to Lakewood's
St. Edward's High School where
he was named to the all-area first
team by Sun Newspapers following his senior season.
In the fall of 1992, Sesplankis
steppedontothejohnCarrollcampus for the first time. The 1992-93
season was also Moran's first season at John Carroll. "We had no
recruiting class that year," Moran
recalled. "jeff was thrown into the
fire because we did not have the
people. He had to play.' Sesplankis
responded by being the on] y freshman to letter that season. He was
named Most 1m proved Player as a
sophomore.
The accolades started rolling in
duringSesplankis'sjunioryear. He
was named to the John Hopkins
BluejayClassicand Marshall Optimist all-tournament teams, and
he was recognized asjohn Carroll's
team MVP in the Gatorade Rockn-Roll Shootout against Baldwin
Wallace at Gund Arena. To complete his season, he was recognized
as the team's offensive MVP.
This season, Sesplankis has
started all18games for the 13-5(93 in the OAC) Blue Streaks. He is
shooting .509 from the field (116228) and has corralled 116 rebounds (9.2 per game) which
ranks him among the top five
rcbounders in the OAC "1love to
reboun : 5esp ankts sata. m a
hanger who will th row people
around."
Sesplankis is also approaching
am ilestone, the 1,000 career points
mark Only 11 or her players have
reached th is plateau in school history. After scoring 19 points
against Otterbein, Sesplankis has
a career total of 916 points.
Sesplankis needs only 84 more

points to join thts eltte group.
It's been a long, hard four years
for Sesplankis. Moran said, "!twas
a baptism by fire. But now his
confidence level is so much higher.
He demands the ball. He 's our goto man."
Ryan Tyson, Sesplankis's teammateand housemate,and the only
ot her senior on this year's team ,
said, "We expect Sesplankis to
showup. Wedependonhim to get
us started at the stan of the game.
We go as he goes."
Baske tball, though , has not
consumed all of Sesplankis' time.
Actually, it's taken a backseat to
his schoolwork Sesplankis, an
accounting major, has a 3.5 grade
pointaverage,good enough for the
Dean's list, and is a member of the
Accounting Association. "It's definitely diffiCJJlt to balance school
and basketball; he said. "You need
to find thetimetodocertain things
and you need to do them at that
time. Bur you also need time to
yourself to get away from everything."
Sesplankis's father and older
sister are both accountants, but
Sesplankis says he was free to
choose any path. He chose the
accounting field because he enjoys the Wall Street aspect of busi ness. He alreadyhassecuredajob
with the Cleveland accounting
firm Ernst & Young following
graduation. His job there will be
to make sure that what clients
present in their books is correct.
After gra duating in the spring,
Sesplankis will have the sum mer
off during which he plans to study
for the CPA exam and possibly do
some traveling. He tsscheduled ro
start at Ernst & Young sometime
during September or October.
Moran said Sesplankis is the
protot ypejohn Carroll athlete. "He
is a student first, and he is personable,' Moran said . "I think he
should be named to the all-academic and all-conference basketball teams. We'll definitely miss
the kid."
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Blue Streak wrestlers take second place at OAC Duals
Steven R. Colaianni
Staff Reporter

The level of competition
steadily stiffened for the john
Carroll Universitywrestling ream
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Duals last Friday and Saturday
Beginning with Capital and
ending wi th Mount Union, the
quality of jCUs opponents got
steadily stronger throughout the
two-day event. Hosting the Duals
at the Don Shula Sports Center,
jCUfinished with a 5-1record and

placed second in the fmal team
standings to Mount Union.
The match which decided the
team title came in the seventh and
final round, as the Purple Raiders
handed the BlueSrreakstheironly
loss of the tournament, 26-12.
The Blue Streaks, now 13-6-L
overall and 5-l in the OAC, closed
out Saturday by facing three consecutive nationally ranked teams.
Carroll defeated #24 BaldwinWallace in the fifth round , 28-10,
and #25 Ohio Northern in the

sixth round. 28-15, before succumbing to the 16th-ranked
Purple Raiders.
"Through the luck of the draw.
the tournament was a worse-case
scenario for our team," Coach
Kerry Volkmann said. "Thesesuuations make us stronger, though. I
told the guys that we did not have
much snap, crackle and pop by
thefourth round, and it is tough to
keep going physically, mentally
and emotionally after the National Duals, Ashland and then

the OAC Duals. I am proud of the emng up my linJuredl knee."
guys' performance, though Our
lmttating the team's overall
schedule tsagrcat preparation for performance, senior Andy Worst
the national-quahfymg competi- and jumor jtmmie Lake both fintion at the end of the season."
tshed 5-1, each suffertng his only
TwojCU wrestlers fintshed the loss against Mount Unton. At 167
competition undefeated (based on pounds, Worst fell to Purple Raida mmunum of three matches). ers' 1995 National Qualifier Russ
Senior jj. Huszczo, now ranked Powell, whtle heavywetght Lake
third in Divi ion Ill at 118 pounds, succumbed to Mount Union's 1995
won all s1x of his matches while All- American jason Weigand.
fresh man Brandon Stei nmetz,seeSenior jason Kessen also had
ing action for the first time smce only one mark m the loss column,
the Cleveland tate match on No- dropping a 10-8 deciSion to the
vember 29, posted a 4 0 record at Purple Raider's Brian Malloy, the
134 pounds
third-ranked wrestler m the naHuszczo became the 13th wres- t ton at 150 pounds.
to come off the bench behind an tler in John Carroll history to
TheJCU grapplers will next hu
all-conference ce mer and provide record 80 victories in hi career the mat at Baldwin Wallace when
solid minutes ' Thus far, Sa mol when he defeated Baldwin- they compete in the john Summa
has averaged 3.2 points and 2.1 re- Wallace's Andy Price, 8-2, in the lnvitat10na 1. A!though the Blue
fifth round of the Duals. Huszczo
bounds per game.
trcaks will have a limited squad
After last night's game at is now tied with Carl DiBernardo competing at the two day compeMount Union,john Carroll travels for 12th place on jCU:S all tune tition this weekend, four wrestlers
to Capital Saturday mght to take career victories list.
from this year's squad placed in
on the second place Crusaders.
Steinmetz, who had not com- last year's tournament: Javier
j CU won the first meeting of the peted fortwom onthsduc to a knee Reveron, 2nd at 118 pounds; Nate
year, an 89-85doubleover time vic- injury, was pleased wtth h1s peramblanet, 4th at 134 pounds;
tory December 16, in University formance.
lm s Roman, 6th at 142 pounds
Heights.
"I felt good about howl wrest led and Btl! Baylb, 6th atl67 pounds.
Depending on last mght's re- at the Duals," said Stemmetz. "I
"The john Summa lnvnanonal
sults, Capital could either be tied, think it is important not to get wtll be a great opportumty for
one game be hind, or two behind overconfident, though. I am glad I some of our younger guys to gain
the Blue Streaks, heading into did thiswellatsuchantmponant some good match cxpcnence,"
Saturday's contest. The first game time of rhe season, bUt I have to Volkmann atd "For the rest of
was marked by physical play from keep everything in perspective our team, to rest thls weekend may
both teams and even included a and continue to work on strength
be just what the doctor ordered.'
brief shouting match between
Carroll assistant coach Sean
O'Toole and Capital coac h Damon
Goodwin.
"I'll be honest with you, I admire a lot of their kids. (Chad)
Coconis is an outstanding player,
but 1 don't care for some f the
tactics Aaron Masek uses I think
yt
cal-ness. He's a competitor, and
there's nothing wrong with being
a physical man, but 1think sometimes he takes that to the next
leveL"
"I'm hoping for a ph ysical
game," Heidorf said, "I believe
when we play physical, we can't
lose. When you look at our th ree
OAClosses, we played likewimps."
Frestman Brandon Steim1etz controls his opponent on the mats
"!This will bel the biggest game
in the Srula Center
of the year, hands down,"
Sesplankissaid. "If it goes the way
it did up here, its going to be a
great game.'
The men return home Wednesday, February 7 after a brief twogame road tr ip.

Men's basketball: balanced inside and out
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

When evaluating the success
of the john Carroll University
men's basketball team this season,
its easy to point to either the inside dominance of center jeffrey
Sesplankisor the outside accuracy
of forwardjj. Richardson.
After all, Sesplankis ranks
eighth in the Ohio Athletic Conference in scoring (15.8 ppg.) and
fifth in rebounding (9.2 rp g),
while Richardson is tied for second in scoring (!9.1 ppg) and
shoots 47%f rom outside the three
poi nt line, ranking him fifth in
that category. He also leads the
conference in free throw shooting, sinking 92% from the line.
But it takes more than a potem
1-2 comb ination to be successful
in theOAC.
Otterbein came to town last
Saturday boasting the second and
sixth leading scorers in the league,
Kelly McClure and Scott Davis,
bur were still tram pled 103-87,
with McClure and Davis tossing
n

Yet, in John Carroll's two victories last week (82-73 over Heidelberg and the Otterbein triumph)
Heidorf was the main contributor
off t hejCU bench. Against Heidel berg, He1dorf htt 6 of 7 shots in
scoring 13 points, then followed
with another 6 of 7 performance
against the Cardinals on Saturday,
scori ng 14 points. On the season,
Heidorf is averaging five points
and four rebounds per game.jCU
oppone nts of ten seem confused by
Heidorf's misleading physique.
"They lather teams] know JJ.'s
reputation as a scorer and jeff as
an inside player, " Heidorf said.
"And then when I come in there
with my frame, they don't think to
much about it, but if 1get the ball
and they slack off, I'll score on
them.'
"I It ke to describe Mark sometimes as a large David Pf undste in ,"
Moran said, "They're the kind of
guys tha t just want to get the job
done . I think Mark gets as much
sansfaction out of setting a good
screen and getti ng the ball to the

i-nts-resJ~!tw~-

·we haveagreatsupport team,"
Moran said. "Its like a doctor pe rforming an operation. You have
one guy holding the sca lpel, and
the rest of the people havetodoall
the other necessary iterns in order
for that to be a sucess.'
For Moran, t he ' rest of the
people' have been Ryan Tyson,
james Hatcher.John Sa mol, Ryan
Eskridge, and Mark Heider f.
Heidorf doesn't look like a basketball player. Nicknamed "Dorf"
by hi s teammates, the 6-3, -215
pound Heidorf brings to mind a
somewhat taller and chunkier
version of his Tim Conway counterpart.

Reserve ce nter Sarno! has
played an integral part off the
bench as welL The lesser known
of the two jCU players from Erie,
PA., (Richardson is the other)
Sarno! has been hit byinjurymost
of his career. This year looked to
be different , but began on a
famiiliar note ..
1lr wasl all going fine in preseason, then I had a pretty bad
ankle inju ry,' Samol said. "I ended
up missing the fi rst five games of
the season. I had to fight to get
myself back in !the rotation].'
"If ! had to describe my role with
this team,' Sa mol continued , "i t's

I
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Tonight, Thursday, February I:
Princess LaDia
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Molly Brenlove
Sophomore
Juergens won four races last
week in two meets. He won
the 500-yard and I 000-yard
free at Oberlin on Friday.
and he won the 200-yard
free and swam in the winning 200-yard free medley at
Baldwin-Wallace on Saturday.

Brenlove is averaging I 1.2
points and 9.5 rebounds per
game while shooting .459 (1739) from the field in her last
four games. She leads the
team in offensve rebounds
(50), total rebounds ( 124),
and blocked shots ( 17) this
season.

Tomorrow, Friday, February 2:
Happy Hour- Dollar Drafts and
free pizza!
Plus:The Numbers Band
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Center of attention
a small family which Coach Mike points to JOin this elite group.
StaffRe~~rtLer~------------ Moran describes as very supponIt's been a long, hard four years
At 6 feet 7 inches and 225 IVe. 'They are at all the game; for Sesplankis. Moran said, "lt was
pounds, senior Jeff Sesplankis is which is helpful to jeff," Moran a baptism by fire. But now his
confidence level is so much higher.
probably considered a big man by said. 'It inspires him ."
Sesplankis was introduced to He demands the ball. He's our gomost people. It's probably a good
thing, too, because he's been bang- basketball at St. Patrick's Grade to man."
Ryan Tyson,Sesplankis's teaming bodies on the basketball court School through intramural prowith other OAC centers for four grams. Hemovedontolakewood's mateand housemate,andtheonly
years now. But this big man has a St. Edward's High School where other senior on this year's team,
quiet mouth. He prefers to lead his he was named to the all-area first said, "We expect Sesplankis to
Blue Streak teammates with his team by Sun Newspapers follow- showup. We depend on him to get
actions, not his words. "You don't ing his senior season.
us started at the start of the game.
In the fall of 1992, Sesplankis We go as he goes."
need toscream tolead,"Sesplankts
said. This ret1cent individual is steppedontothejohnCarrollcamBasketball , though, has not
the leader of the men's basketball pus for the first time. The 1992-93 consumed all of Sesplankis' time.
season was also Moran's first sea- Actually, it's taken a backseat to
team.
Sesplankis has lived in Cleve- son at john Carroll. "We had no his schoolwork. Sesplankis, an
land h1s whole life, growing upon recruiting class that year," Moran accounting major, has a 3.5 grade
thecity'swestside. Hecomesfrom recalled. "Jeff was thrown into the point average, good enough for the
fire because we did not have the Dean's list, and isamemberof the
people. He had to play." Sesplankis AccountingAssociation. "It'sdefiresponded by being theonlyfresh- nitely diffiQllt to balance school
man to letter that season. He was and basketball,' he said. 'You need
to 16 of 23 for john Carroll.
"We have a tendency to put named Most Improved Player as a to find the time todocertain things
and you need to do them at that
teams in the bonus so early [that] sophomore.
The accolades started rolling in time. But you also need time to
it's good for them if they're a good
duringSesplankis'sjunioryear. He yourself to get away from everyfree throw shooting team."
Biehle, who added 13 points of was named to the john Hopkins thing.'
Sesplankis's father and older
her own, said that the team capi- Blue jay Classic and Marshall Opsister
are both accountants, but
timist
all-tournament
teams,
and
talized on a number of Otterbein
he wasrecogn ized asjohn Carroll's Sesplankis says he was free to
mistakes early on.
"lt was a really good game for team MVP in the Gatorade Rock- choose any path. He chose the
us,'Biehlesaid. "We knew what we n-Roll Shootout against Baldwin accounting field because he enneeded to do to stay in the game." Wallace at Gund Arena. To com- joys the Wall Street aspect of busiCarroll cont inues to hold their plete his season, he was recognized ness. He alreadyhassecuredajob
with the Cleveland accounting
own in shooting and rebounding, as the team's offensive MVP.
This
season,
Sesplankis
has
firm
Ernst & Young following
Dugan said, but they have gone to
thefreethrow line lOOtimesfewer startedalllBgamesfor the 13-5(9- graduation. His job there will be
than their opponents this season. 3 in the OAC) Blue Streaks. He is to make sure that what clients
"We do not want to foul as shooting .509 from the field (116- present in their books is correct.
After graduating in the spring,
much," Dugan said. "We want to 228) and has corralled 116 replay smarter defensively, beat bounds (9.2 per game) which Sesplankis will have the summer
them to the ball, box out, and go to ranks him among the top five off during which he plans to study
rebounders in the OAC "llove to for the CPA exam and possibly do
th~"
The women take the floor next rebound, 5esplanl<is said. m a some traveling. He is scheduled to
onSaturdayFebruary3astheOhio hanger who will throw people start at Ernst & Young sometime
during September or October.
Athletic Conference leaders Capi- around.'
Moran said Sesplankis is the
Sesplankis is also approaching
tal travel to University Heights to
take on the Blue Streaks in the Don a milestone, the l,OOOcareerpoints prototypeJohn Carroll athlete. 'He
mark. Only ll other players have is a student first, and he is personShula Sports Center
reached
this plateau in school his- able,' Moran said. "l think he
Michael Ziccardi, sports editor,
tory. After scoring 19 points should be named to the all-acacontributed to this article.
against Otterbein, Sesplankis has demic and all-conference basketball teams. We'll definitely miss
a career total of 916 points
Sesplankis needs only 84 more the kid."

Brian Murphy

Senior center Jeff Sesplankis calls for the ball as he 'posts up' in
the paint.

B·BALL
continued from page 11

Brenlove said that intensity and
determination kept the team in
the game for most of the second
half, but foul trouble plagued the
team down low. Sophomore guard
MaggieO'Gara , freshman forward
Erin Biehle, and junior center
Deana Bahhur all fouled out for
the Streaks.
"The foul situation hurt us,"
Brenlovesaid. 'We do not have any
forwards to begin with, but we still
rebounded well, which is a positive aspect that we need to carry

This game extended John
Carroll's losing streak to 2 games
a[ ter having lost on Sarurday, too.
jCU,5-8,0AC,8-ll overall, traveled to second place Otterbein
hoping to avenge their 71-54loss
at the Don Shula Sports Center.
But the Cardinals, 8-3 OAC, 12-5
overall, proved too much for the
Blue Streaks in the end, as they
pulled out a narrow 70-64 victory.
Dugan said that the game was
quite different from the earlier over."
"It's hard to play as aggressive
game in University Heights, and
[with 4 fouls]; Brenlove said. "It's
the shots were there.
"It was a major improvement something that's in the back of
from the first game, but we cer- your mind, and we played more
tainly wanted the win," Dugan hesitant. ·
Senior guard Bridgette Moran
said. "We shot a little better, and
ow- houe\ectionimprovedutbe again led tne team in SC()(in& as
she poured in I 6 points. Brenlove
game went on"
john Carroll started off the sec- pulled down 16 rebounds, 8 of
ond half of league play with two them on the offensive glass.
Dugan said she was pleased
big wins over conference foes
Marietta and Heidleberg, but ran wnh the way her team hit the
intoa tough Cardinal team, Dugan boards, but the foul situation gave
the Cardinals an edge, as they hit
said.
Sophomore forward Molly 26outof38f ree throws, compared

SPORTS
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Blue Streak wrestlers take second place at OAC Duals
Steven R. Colaianni
Staff

Re~rter

The level of competition
steadily stiffened for the John
Carroll University wrestling team
at the Ohio Athletic Conference
Duals last Friday and Saturday.
Beginning with Capital and
ending with Mount Union , the
quality of jCUs opponents got
steadily stronger throughout the
two-day event. Hosting the Duals
at the Don Shula Sports Center,
jCU fin ished with a 5-1 record and

placed second in the final team
standings to Mount Union.
The match which decided the
team title came in the seventh and
final round, as the Purple Ratders
handed the Blue Streaks their only
loss of the tournament, 26-12.
The Blue Streaks, now 13-6-1
overall and 5-1 in the OAC,closed
out Saturday by facing three consecutivenationally ranked teams.
Carroll defeated #24 BaldwinWallace in the fifth round, 28-lO,
and #25 Ohio Northern in the

sixth round, 2815, before succumbing to the 16th-ranked
Purple Raiders.
"Through the luck of the draw,
the tournament was a worse-case
scenario for our team," Coach
Kerry Volkmann said. "Thesesituations make us stronger, though. I
told the guys that we did not have
much snap, crackle and pop by
the fourth round, and it IS tough to
keep going phys1cally, mentally
and emotionally after the National Duals, Ashland and then

Men's basketball: balanced inside and out
Erik Boland
Staff Reporter

When evaluating the success
of the John Carroll University
men's basketball team this season,
its easy to point to either the inside dominance of center jeffrey
Sesplankisor the outside accuracy
of forward]J. Richardson.
After all, Sesplankis ranks
eighth in the Ohio Athletic Conference in scoring (15.8 ppg.) and
fifth in rebounding (9.2 rpg),
while Richardson is tied for second in scoring (19.1 ppg) and
shoots 47%f rom outside the three
point line, ranking him fifth in
that category. He also leads the
conference in free throw shooting, sinking 92% from the line.
But it takes more than a potent
l-2 combination to be successful
in theOAC.
Otterbein came to town last
Saturday boasting the second and
sixth leading scorers in the league,
Kelly McClure and Scott Davis,
but were st ill trampled 103-87,
with McClure and Davis tossing
nd -po t:s-«:sp«~vef1,.'We haveagreatsupport team,'
Moran said 'Its like a doctor performing an operation. You have
one guy holding the scalpel, and
the rest of the people have to do all
the other necessary iterns in order
for that to be a sucess.'
For Moran, the 'rest of the
people" have been Ryan Tyson,
james Hatcher,John Sa mol, Ryan
Eskridge, and Mark Heidorf.
Heidorf doesn't look like a basketball player. Nicknamed "Dorf"
by h is teammates, the 6-3, 215
pound Heidorf brings to mind a
somewhat taller and chunkier
version of his Tim Conway counterpart.

to come off the bench behind an
all-conference center and provide
solid minutes.' Thus far, Sarno!
has averaged 3.2 points and 2. I rebounds per game.
After las t night's game at
Mount Union,John Carroll travels
to Capital Saturday night to take
on the second place Crusaders.
jCU won the first meeting of the
year, an 89-85 double overtime victory December 16, in University
Heights.
Depending on last night's resul ts, Capital could either be tied,
one game behind , or two behind
the Blue Streaks, heading into
Saturday's contest. The first game
was marked by physical play from
both teams and even included a
brief shouting match between
Carroll assistant coach Sean
O'TooleandCapitalcoach Damon
Goodwin.
"I'll be honest with you, l admire a lot of their kids. (Chad)
Coconis is an outstanding player ,
but I don't care for some of the
tact ics Aaron Masek uses lthink
I
p y
cal-ness. He's a competitor, and
Reserve center Samol has there's nothing wrong with being
played an integral part off the a physical man, but l think some
bench as well. The lesser known times he takes that to the next
of the twojCU players from Erie, leveL"
"I'm hoping for a physical
PA., (Richardson is the other)
Samolhas been hit byinjurymost game," Heidorf said, "I believe
of his career. This year looked to when we play physical , we can't
be different , but began on a lose. When you look at our three
OAC losses, we played like wimps."
famiiliar note ..
"{This will be]the biggest game
'{It was] all going fine in preseason, then 1 had a pretty bad of the year, hands down,"
ankle injury," Sa mol said. 'I ended Sesplankis said. "If it goes the way
up missing the first five games of it did up here, its going to be a
the season. I had to fight to get great game."
The men return home Wednesmyself back in {the rotation].'
'If l had to describe my role with day, February 7 after a brief twothis team," Samol continued, 'it's game road trip.

Yet, in John Carroll's two victories last week (82 -73 over Heidelberg and the Otterbein triumph)
Heidorf was the main contributor
off thejCU bench. Against Heidelberg, Heidorf hit 6 of 7 shots in
scoring 13 points, then followed
with another 6 of 7 performance
against theCardinalsonSaturday,
scoring 14 points. On the season,
Heidorf is averaging five points
and four rebounds per game.JCU
opponentsoftenseemconfusedby
Heidorf's misleading physique.
'They [other teams\ know JJ.'s
reputation as a scorer and jeff as
an inside player, • Heidorf said.
'And then when I come in there
with myframe,theydon't think to
much about it, but if I get the ball
and they slack off, I'll score on
them.'
"!like to describe Mark sometimes as a large David Pfundstein,"
Moran said, "They're the kind of
guys that just want to get the job
done. I think Mark gets as much
satisfaction out of setting a good
screen and getting the ball to the
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Molly Brenlove
Sophomore
Juergens won four races last
week in two meets. He won
the 500-yard and I 000-yard
free at Oberlin on Friday,
and he won the 200-yard
free and swam in the winning 200-yard free medley at
Baldwin-Wallace on Saturday.

Brenlove is averaging I 1.2
points and 9.5 rebounds per
game while shooting .459 ( 1739) from the field in her last
four games. She leads the
team in offensve rebounds
(50), total rebounds ( 124),
and blocked shots ( 17) this
season.
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Tomorrow, Friday, February 2:
Happy Hour- Dollar Drafts and
free pizza!
Plus:The Numbers Band

Freshman Brandon Steinmetz controls his opponent on the mats
in the Shula Center

Euclid Aue at Rt. 91
Willoughby. 951-2288

HOW ABOUT $ID TO $SOAVFAAG PER
NIQ-fT?

emng up my [inJured! knee"
Imitating the team's overall
performance, senior Andy Worst
and junior jimmie Lake both finIshed 5-l, each suffenng hts only
loss against Mount Union. At 167
pounds, Worst fell to Purple Raiders' 1995 National Quahfier Russ
Powell, while heavyweight Lake
succumbed to Mount Union's 1995
All-Amen an Jason Weigand.
Senior jason Kessen also had
only one mark in the loss column,
dropping a 10-8 decision to the
Purple Raider's Brian Ma !loy, the
third-ranked wrestler in the nation at !50 pounds
ThejCUgrapplerswill next hit
the mat at Baldwin-Wallace when
they compete in the john Summa
Invitational. Alrhough the Blue
Streaks will have a limited quad
competing at the two-daycompetition this weekend, four wrestlers
from this year's squad placed m
last year's tournament: Javier
Reveron, 2nd at 118 pounds; Nate
Samblanet, 4th at 134 pounds;
hris Roman, 6th at 142 pounds
and Bill Baylis, 6th at 167 pounds.
"The John Summa Invitational
w11l be a great opportunity for
some o[ our younger guys to gain
some good match expenence,"
Volkmann satd. "For the rest of
ourteam,to rest this weekend may
be just what the doctor ordered."

COSMOPOLITAN

OVERPRICID 8()()I(S?
the

the OAC Duals. I am proud of the
guys' performance, though Our
schedule is a great preparation for
the national -qualifying competition at the end of the season."
TwojCUwrestlersfini hedthe
competition undefeated(basedon
a minimum of three matches).
Senior jJ. Huszczo, now ranked
third in Division Ill at liB pounds,
won all six of his matches while
freshman BrandonSteinmetz,seeing action for the first time since
the Cleveland State match on November 29, posted a 4-0 record at
134 pounds.
Huszczo bee a met he 13th wrestler in John Carroll history to
record 80 victories in his career
when he defeated Baldwin
Wallace's Andy Price, 8-2, in the
fifth roundoftheDuals. Huszczo
is now tied with Carl DiBernardo
for 12th place on JCU's all-time
career victories list.
Steinmetz, who had not competed fonwomonthsdue to a knee
injury, wa plea ed with his per
formance.
"I fd t good about how 1wrestled
at the Duals," said Steinmetz. "I
think it is important not to get
overconfident, though. I am glad l
did thiswellatsuchanimportant
time of the season, but I have to
keep everything in perspective
and ontinueroworkonstrength-
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HITS & misses
HIT: The numerous signs in the Atrium-keeping us very informed. m I s s: The
welcome sign for Fr. Shea being the smallest one. m I s s: Classes for prospective
RAs conflicting with the parents mass and
breakfast... perhaps not the best planning.
HIT: The wok bar in the dining hall. HIT: The
Super Bowl party and prizes in the Wolf and
Pot. m I s s: The ice that still remains on
sidewalks all around the quad. m I s s:
Continuing temperature problems throughout the buildings on campus, especially in
the Science Building and O'Malley Center.
HIT: Everyone who signed up their younger
relatives for Lil' Sibs Weekend.

D

WE DON'T CA.A E
IF YOU A 000 A.TE IT,
IF YOU LOST IT, IF
YOU LEFT IT A.T
HOME, IF IT WA.S
STOLEN, OR IF YOU
QA.VE IT A.WA.Y

LEVEL 5
SECURITY

JG95

It's more than just one month of the year
1t was just about a year ago at this time that
some of you read an article I wrote in The Carroll
New5 about my father. In that article I asked the
often unanswered question, "What is black
history?" To even attempt to answer that question,
I would probably need to
do years of research and
case studies. This is too
Brian
relative a subject to try to
Love
tackle it in only one way.
Senior
Yes, I know. When
you hear "black history,'
you usually think of
Manin Luther Kingjr.,
Guest
Malcolm X, Booker T.
Commentary
Washington and George
Washington Carver. You
·
·
braham. incoln. ll.o[
these infl uential leaders did have a great deal to do
with black history, but "black history" they are not.
Black history is remembrance. It is nostalgia.
lt is pride with a capital "P." It is happiness.
exasperation, frustration and anger. And it doesn't

15

The globe is still wa11ning Advice for Steelers' Fans: join the club

THE FUTURE OF I .ARRIDTT PUBLIC RELATIONS?

Opus: That's just a cartoon character, right?
"Do, a deer, a female deer ... re, a drop of golden sun ...
mi, a name I call myself... fa, a long, long way to run ... "
Classic lyrics, that almost everyone surely knows and
can sing, from the ever-popular musical and movie, The
Sound of Music. just what is so special about these lyrics?
What makes them special is the fact that even 30 years
after the movie The Sound of Music was released, it
continues to unite people in song. celebrating the ways in
which music enriches our lives.
Another recently released movie with a similar goal
is Mr. Holland's Opus. This movie, perhaps not destined
to be as timeless a classic as a Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical, examines the effect music has on our society, or
probably more accurately, the negative effect our society
has had on the study and appreciation of music.
Before the actual movie begins, Richard Dreyfuss
(who stars in the film as Mr. Holland) delivers a brief
monologue to the audience regarding the status of music
and the arts in general in today's society. Unlike The
Sound of Music, which took an upbeat perspective on
music, Mr. Holland'sOpus takes a more somber look at
the declining presence of the arts in our society, especially in our educational system.
During Dreyfuss' speech, he raises some very valid
points, relevant both throughout the country and right
here atjCU. Around the country, music and the arts
have taken a major back seat to science, math, etc. Science and math, along with every other subject taught in
school are extremely important for the future of our
country, no one is even attempting to deny that. But, in
order to obtain a complete, well-rounded education, the
arts cannot be neglected.
Nationally s aking, there is a great debate in Congress between t e emocrats and epub1JCans; the
Democrats claim that the Republicans are trying to cut
all funding for the arts, and the Republicans claim that
they are only trying to control big spending.
Locally speaking,jCU is a perfect example of declining arts programs in schools across the country. Some
might argue that we knew in advance that Carroll is not
a school with a strong music or art program and that if
that was what we wanted, we could have gone to another
schooL But, just because we did not choose to be music
majors doesn't mean that we don't at least deserve tuned
pianos in the practice rooms. And while music and art
are not majors offered here, we are not getting a true
"liberal arts' education if we are not offered any music/
art elective courses (outside of one credit hour for participation in concert choir, one music appreciation course,
and the art history courses that are offered).
It is a sad commentary on our times (and our educational system) that many students atjCU do nor even
know that 'opus' has a meaning other than the name of a
comic strip character.
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Jessica Mathews

Jamie Aurlcchlo

The Washington Post

The Carroll News

We got yet another case for brilliant theorists who say the NFC is just plain better.

Let me make four things clear. 1. Scott
Norwood's kick was long enough and JUSt a
little wide. 2.lf we had one morequaner of
football against the Redskins we would have
won. 3.Anytimeyou turn the ball over four
times in a game you are going to have a
tough time winning. 4. We were wmnmgat
half time. The net result of these four points
still comes out to zero.
There's really not enough time to explain. Let me sum up: The Buffalo Bills
went to four Superbowls. I will never forget
where I was, what the scores were, and most
importantly,all the people that felt the need
to rub my face in defeat.
"Heywhat'sthc:newareacode in Buffalo?
0 -4-4."
Last year, Gcxl granted Buffalo a respite.
He looked down on theNFLanddecided we
all could use something different. We got
another NFC blowout. This year Gcxl went
with an old rivalry: Steelers vs. Cowboys.

AFC it's not a best of seven series.'
But I wanted the Steelers to lose. Misery
loves company, right? What better way to
solve my unresolved childhood issues than
the talkmg cure?
Me: Hi my name isjamie and I know the
pain of my team losing the Super bowL
Support group: Hi Jamie.
Me. I guess the hardest thing is just letting go. I keep looking up the scores in the
Almanac and praying there's a printing error. I've even sat in front of a computer and
made fake headlines that say'Bills win the
big one". But enough about me, I'd like to
weleome our new members, a llSteelersfans.
Support group: Hi Steeler Fans!
Steelerfan # 1: Hi my name is (your name
here) and now I know the pain of my team
losmg the Superbowl.
Me: Heel your pain. Let'sallgather'round
and visualize next year.

interested on both sides of th1s issue, you
find that the overwhelming body of expert
There is nothing about global warming opinion now takes greenhouse warming as
that should make ita partisan issue, though a serious challenge to man and nature's
it is sliding toward becoming one, as many long-term well-being, by a ratio of 20,50or
corporate and real estate interestsare likely a 100 to one. That doesn't mean they are
to be hurt by doing nothing as by curbing right, but such a heavy disproportion has to
emissions. The more countries unite in the be reflected by anyone who deals with this
effort to stop global warning, the more ad- issue seriously.
verse parties will unite in the effort to diThe third strategy is toe hoose ignorance.
vide countires. What's most troubling is For those who want to leave the choices to
that by and large we (legislators, the public, others that's okay. But for those who have a
the media and many industries) are ill role to play in the debate it is not. Others
equipped to separate the serious arguments brush the issue aside with uneasy and now
from the phonies and red hernngs that somewhat tired jokes or are satisfied with
dominate what passes for a greenhouse de- their own instincts: "Warming and blizbate.
zards? Droughts and floods! Give me a
Chief among the latter is the effort to break." (Counter-intuitive perhaps , but
debunk the issue by discrediting those who true.)
are concerned about it. House Majority
Global warming is an international seWhip Tom DeLay, R-Texas, explains this curityissuewithstupendouseconomicand
year's Nobel prize in chemistry to the dis- ecologica I stakes. Directly involved are some
coverers of chlorofluorocarbons' role in of the global economy's largest industries:
ozone depletion as "nothing more than the the fossil-fuel business, banking and insurNobelappeasementprize"awarded because ance industries, with trillions of dollars of
Sweden is "an extremist environmental assets, are potentially at risk.
country."
Other industries, agriculture, for exA second strategy is the appeal to se- ample,a nd nationaleconomiesare scarcely
lected scientific opinion, in this case , to a less affected. All parties need to be able to
groupof about half a dozen men and women address questions on behalf of the public or
who believe that global warming won't private interest they represent for which
happen or will pose no problem.
there are as yet no satisfactory answers.
This tiny handful of individuals pro·
It is time and past to move beyond the
vi des almost all the expert ammunition for . jokes, the sneers, the name-callmg, the
the debunkers and testimony for the fossil- know-nothingism and the false controverfuel industry. Their voices, incalculably sies and on to the real choices.
amplified by editors and prcxlucersseeking
The solid body of scientific evidence
"balance,' give the impression of a scien- obliges us to ask what we're going to do
tific debate that simply no longer exists.
about global warming and how much we
One can always find a few qualified are willing to pay. Or will we allow our
contrarians on any scientific frontier. But if political policies to judge the evidence we
you subtract the ideologues and the self- see?

just involve blacks. It also involves whites, Asians
and Hispanics and it l5n 't just one month out of the
year.
For me, black history is the interaction of
other races and involvement within my own race.
It's acknowledging my cliff erences
with other people and building on
those differences- not using
those differences as barriers.
Black history is having the
opportunity to attend john Carroll
University and write this column.
It's having the humbling chance
to be on the Homecoming Court.
It's bemg the first African
American to go through thejCU
baseball program.
SU president and chartered
ica
u.haveat ab:ead¥.n.otice.d. black ---=~=----organization rnanlhAI'Jii enc~r-fe
history is about opportunity. An opportunity,
support for new funding proposal
positive or negative, to express one's mind, one's
heart, one's integrity.
This week the Student Union will
It's about you.
present Fr. Salmi with a proposal to reorgaIt's about me.
nize the funding process to student organizations. In my opinion, the ramifications
for the student body, if this proposal is accepted, would constitute the greatest gain
for student rightsd uringmyfouryears here.
The current system for funding. student
union chartered organizations is centralized in the office of the director of Student
open a jetson's checking account. Once [picked
Activities. Students have no formal input.
up my free salad bowl, I was ready to leave.
The
SU charters and disciplines a 11 student
Then the account consultant asked me the
organizations, yet holds no format authorquestion, "Do you want an ATM card for the
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Suffering from withdrawal

The plain truth is that the Automatic Teller
Machine is evil. The original idea of convenience
behind the ATM was considerate, but it's just too
convenient!
account?" lna weak moment while rememberDuring my senior year in high school, I
ing my glory days with the last
received my first ATM
card, I said yes.
card. I conside red it a
Arriving at]CU, [ immedigcxlsend in the neverTom
ate ly found the ATM in the
ending quest for achievO'Konowitz RecPlex. Before I knew it, I had
ing the most in daily life
Assislant Features
broken new world records with
with as little effort as
Editor
the card. My parents realized
possible. The card ranked
my addiction and told me to
right up there wi th the
change my ways I tried to cut
invaluable microwave,
down over Christmas break,
remote control and the
Commentary
and I did improve a little, but
'Clapper."
returning tojCU would not be
!found myself using
easy, and in fact proved to be a fatal blow to my
ATM's at least every day or two, sometimes twice a
im mediate ATM future.
day. By the end of summer, l developed an
After less thana week back, I made my
mfallible radar for the nearest drive-through ATM,
first visit to myoid friend in the RecPlex. My
because getting out of the car is simply too hard .
card didn't scan on the first try or the twentyThen one day my utopia ended, when I
some tries after that. l frantically ran back to
received my first quarterly bank statement. I was
my room to call the bank. They told me that
shocked at how much money I had withdrawn,
the bank had merged with another, and that
and had no clue where it was spent. I was charged
they had switched from the plentif ul"MAC"
for each withdrawal and received many excessive
machines to the very sparse "jeanie" machines.
use fees.
When the resulting panic attack subsided,
I continued using the card faith£ ully until my
the bank heard an earful from me, and I
balance plummeted to an all time low of $9.86. At
promised my business would go elsewhere.
that point,! could no longer make withdrawals,
Until it does, though, I've gone cold turkey with
since $10 intervals were required . Minimum
my ATM card and I'm suffering severe "withbalance VIolation fees drained the account within
drawaL"
months.
So learn from my unfortunate experiences
I vowed never again to become an addict of the
and don't fall victim to the addictive ATM
ATM . and warned others of its evils. I knew how
Their sly increases from "Fast $40" to "Fast $50"
disastrous the card could be, and never imagined I
are
sick and twisted, their many "service
could make the same mistake again.
charges" are demented, and their convenience is
Then came time for college
nothing but evil!
I went to my friendly neighborhood bank to
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organizations operate without interaction
l

zation is negative-either revoking their
charter or freezing their university funds.
The i nabihty of the SU to play a positive
role in relation to chartered organizations
is largely responsible for the chronic tension between the SU and chartered organizations. It appears the current funding system facilitates this division amongstudents.
Several reasons surface as to why this funding system should be reorganized to optimize student input
1. Students have a right to share in the
appropriation of university funding to student organizations because the money that
is appropriated to organizations is money
raised from the very students who receive
the benefits.
2. Currently, the SU has no real incentive to enforce chartered service-while organizations who do not fulfill their chartered services do not deserve university support, the SU is not the agency that funds the
organizations. The SU does not wish to
serve as a police force for the polioes and
requirements of a university that systematically excludes the SU from formal input
or voting rights.
Inshorr, without theauthorilytoappropriate funds to student organizations, the
SU cannot serve legitimate student government to the chartered organizations. In
accordance with most jesuit univerSities
across the country (see the proposal in SU
office), the student body deserves a student
government with the authority to appropriate university funds to organizations.
The democratic nature of the SU insures
that all students have a voice.
3. The self -governing that will result
from a funding system with real student
input will enhance the development of leadership skills. Hard decisions will have to be
made, and student leaders will have to take
responsibility. The give and take of such a
process will instill the courage to makedifficult decisions, and a greater a ppreciatlon
for the way in which organizations make
decisions.
4. A funding system with real student
input will also lead to greater unity among
the student body. Right now, many student

~
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that giving a vested interest to student organizations to care about the activities will
invariably expose the organizations to issues besides those merely pertaining to
themselves, hence, leading to a more unified and cohesive student body. We believe
thatafundingsystem will enhance the academic dialogue at this university.
A respected, legitimate, and united SU is
the best means bywhichstudentscan voice
their concerns, and make jCU their own.
Questioning policies that affect our lives,
accepting the responsibility to make tough
decisions, and attempting to create a system that will facilitate a sense of belonging
to the world are the actions essential to the
formation of character and moral leadership, and coincidentally, the very goal of
Jesuit education.

cad e A murderer can be con victed fmtak
mg Lhe \tle ol an unborn ch1ld 11 ~ / he k1lls
a pregnant woman, certain abortion procedures are now illegal in some states, and a
woman can be convicted of child abuse for
using illegal drugs dunng pregnancy.
While these rights are far from the right to
life, the legal status of unborn children increases in this country.
With continued efforts, we will obtain
f ulllega l rights for unborn c hlidren, but we
need to keep fighting for these innocent
victims. Only by showing our unwavering
support can we win this war on the unborn.

M. Katherine Lynch
Class ofl999

Student disagrees with '111ts
and Misses" selection
I was troubled by the listingin thejan.25

John Cranley
Student Union president

Editor's Note: Letters insupportofthisprvposal were written by Liza Dory, Bridget
Garvi n,Ryan D.Lynch,Dan Rich,MartyButler and Eric Chip rich

Anti-abortion battle continues
In the 1857 Dred Scott case, the Supreme
Court decided 7-2 that black people were
not legat·persons" according to the Consti
tution. In 1973, the Supreme Court decided
that unborn babies were not legal "persons"
according to the Constitution. Should we
allow history to repeat itself?
january 22 marked the twenty-third anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade Supreme
Court decision. This is a gocxl opportunity
for us to reflect on the issue of abortion in
our country.
Since the legalization of abortion in 1973,
over 28 million Amencan children have
been murdered within the womb. That is
twenty-five times as many Americans as
died in the Revolutionary War, the Civil
War, World Wars I and II, the Korean War,
and the Vjetnam War combined.
Fortunately, the rights of the unborn
child have slowly increased in the last de-

CN of the Amazing Ronald1 as a "Miss."
Perhaps his 30 minute performance was
short, bur nevertheless all thestudems(and
there was a significant crowd by the end of
the show) who showed up had an enjoyable
time. Further, it angers me that Kate
Robmson planned an mcredible Welcome
Back Week, and all the "Hits and Misses"
column gave it was a "Miss" for an activity
which deserved a "Hit." The Amazing
Ronaldi was truly amazing
james K Sullivan
Class of 1998
The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. iiS it is our WilY of
know1ng what you l1ke or dislike
about the CN. the Cilmpus or life 1n
general. We req111re that letters be
submitted by noo11 Monday. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
public,1t1on. Letters can also be
submittecl
vi~
t·111illl
to
CNLETTER5 JCV<l\.1 JCLt.t·<lu
Letter~ wrll b1: accepted after noon
on Monday onl11f ll1erc IS ilcl<litronal
spilce ilvail.ll>tc. We resene tiH"
right to ecl1t l('tter~ f(lr cl;nitl or
~J><JC£: con~icluatron~. Letter" mu"t
be ~1gnect an<l <JCcom;><Hliect h~ IOLrr
phone IH/mhec
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Nationally s

king. there is a reat debate in Con-

gress oerween t e emocrats an Republicans; tne
Democrats claim that the Republicans are trying to cut
all funding for the arts, and the Republicans claim that
they are on 1y trying to control big spending.
Locally speaking,JCU is a perfect example of declining arts programs in schools across the country. Some
might argue that we knew in advance that Carroll is not
a school with a strong music or art program and that if
that was what we wanted, we could have gone to another
school. Bur, just because we did not choose to be music
majors doesn't mean that we don't at least deserve tuned
pianos in the practice rooms. And while music and art
are not majors offered here, we are not getting a true
"liberal arts' education if we are not offered any music/
art elective courses (outside of one credit hour for participation in concert choir, one music appreciation course,
and the art history courses that are offered).
It is a sad commentary on our times (and our educational system) that many students atjCU do not even
know that 'opus' has a meaning other than the name of a
comic strip character.

HITS & misses
HIT: The numerous signs in the Atrium-keeping us very informed. m i s s: The
welcome sign for Fr. Shea being the smallest one. m I s s: Classes for prospective
RAs conflicting with the parents mass and
breakfast... perhaps not the best planning.
HIT: The wok bar in the dining hall. HIT: The
Super Bowl party and prizes in the Wolf and
Pot. m I s s: The ice that still remains on
sidewalks all around the quad. m i s s:
Continuing temperature problems throughout the buildings on campus, especially in
the Science Building and O'Malley Center.
HIT: Everyone who signed up their younger
relatives for Lil' Sibs Weekend.

[]

WE DON'T CARE
IF YOUR COG ATE IT,
IF YOU LOST IT, IF
YOU LEFT IT AT
HOME, IF IT WAS
STOLEN, OR IF YOU
GAVE IT AWAY

LEVELS
SECURITY

JG95

It's more than just one month of the year
It was just about a year ago at this time that
some of you read an article I wrote in The Carroll
News about my father. In that article I asked the
often unanswered question, "What is black
history?" To even attempt to answer that question,
I would probably need to
do years of research and
case studies. This is too
Brian
relative a subject to try to
Love
tackle it in only one way.
Senior
Yes, l know. When
you hear "black history,"
you usually think of
Martin Luther KingJr.,
Guest
Malcolm X, Booker T
Commentary
Washington and George
Washington Carver. You
..m~SD..,...a"tn.m.ICcoLA.t.raham incoln. All of.
these influential leaders did have a great deal to do
with black history, but "black history" they are not.
Black history is remembrance. It is nostalgia.
It is pride with a capital "P." It is happiness,
exasperation, frustration and anger. And it doesn't
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The globe is still wa11ning Advice for Steelers' Fans: join the club

THE FUTURE Of MARRIOTT PUBLIC RELATIOIIS?

Opus: That's just a cartoon character, right?
"Do, a deer, a female deer... re, a drop of golden sun ...
mi, a name I call myself... fa, a long, long way to run ... "
Classic lyrics, that almost everyone surely knows and
can sing, from the ever-popular musical and movie, The
Sound ofMusic.]ust what is so special about these lyrics?
What makes them special is the fact that even 30 years
after the movie The SoundofMusic was released, it
continues to unite people in song, celebrating the ways in
which music enriches our lives.
Another recently released movie with a similar goal
is Mr. Holland's Opus. This movie, perhaps not destined
to be as timeless a classic as a Rodgers and Hammerstein
musical, examines the effect music has on our society, or
probably more accurately, the negative effect our society
has had on the study and appreciation of music.
Before the actual movie begins, Richard Dreyfuss
(who stars in the film as Mr. Holland) delivers a brief
monologue to the audience regarding the status of music
and the arts in general in today's society. Unlike The
Sound of Music, which took an upbeat perspective on
music, Mr. Holland's Opus takes a more somber look at
the declining presence of the arts in our society, especially in our educational system.
During Dreyfuss' speech, he raises some very valid
points, relevant both throughout the country and right
here atjCU. Around the country, music and the arts
have taken a major back seat ro science, math, etc. Science and math, along with every other subject taught in
school are extremely important for the future of our
country, no one is even attempting to deny that. But, in
order to obtain a complete, well-rounded education, the
arts cannot be neglected.
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just involve blacks. It also involves whites, Asians
and Hispanics and it isn 't just one month our of the
year.
For me, black history is the interaction of
other races and involvement within my own race.
It's acknowledging my differences
with other people and building on
those differences - not using
those clifferences as barriers.
Black history is having the
opportunity to attend john Carroll
University and write this column.
It's having the humbling chance
to be on the Homecoming Court.
It's being the first African
American togo through theJCU
baseball program.
icalll
en't.already noti.ced..b..lac
history is about opportunity. An opportunity,
positive or negative, to express one's mind, one's
heart, one's integrity.
It's about you.
It's about me.

Suffering from withdrawal
open a Jetson's checking accoum. Once I picked
The plain truth is tha t the Automatic Teller
up my free salad bowl,I was ready to leave.
Machine is evil. The original idea of convenience
Then the account consultant asked me the
behind the ATM was considerate, but it's just too
question, "Do you want an ATM card for the
convenient!
account7" ln a weak moment while rememberDuring my senior year in high school, I
ing my glory days with the last
received my first ATM
card, I said yes.
card. I considered it a
Arriving atJCU, I immedigodsend in the neverTom
ately found the ATM in the
ending quest for achievO'Konowitz RecPlex. Before I knew it, I had
ing the most in daily life
Assislant Features
broken new world records with
with as little effort as
Editor
the card. My parents realized
possible. The card ranked
my addiction and told me to
right up there with the
change my ways. I tried to cut
invaluable microwave,
down over Christmas break,
remote control and the
Commentary
and I did improve a little, but
"Clapper "
returning toJCU would not be
I found myself using
ATM's at least everyday or two, sometimes twice a easy,and in fact proved to be a fatal blow to my
immediate ATM future.
day. By the end of summer, I developed an
After less than a week back, I made my
infallible radar for the nearest drive-through ATM,
first visit to my old friend in the RecPlex. My
because getting out of the car is simply too hard.
card didn't scan on the first try or the twentyThen one day my utopia ended, when l
some tries after that. I frantically ran back to
received my first quarterly bank statement I was
my room to call the bank. They told me that
shocked at how much money I had withdrawn,
the bank had merged with another, and that
and had no clue where it was spent. l was charged
they had sw nched from the plentiful "MAC"
for each withdrawal and received many excessive
machines to the very sparse "jeanie" machines.
use fees.
When the resulting panic attack subsided,
l continued using the card faithfully until my
the
bank
heard an earful from me, and I
balance plummeted to an all time low of $9.86. At
promised my business would go elsewhere.
that point, l could no longer make withdrawals,
Until it does, though, I've gone cold turkey with
smce $10 intervals were required. Minimum
my ATM card and I'm suffering severe "withbalance violation fees drained the account within
drawal."
months.
So learn from my unfortunate experiences
I vowed never again to become an addict of the
and don't fall victim to the addictive ATM.
ATM, and warned others of its evi Is. l knew how
Their sly increases from "Fast $40" to "Fast $50"
disastrous the card could be, and never imagmed 1
are sick and twisted, the1r many "service
could make the same mistake again.
charges" are demented, and their convenience is
Then came ume for college.
nothmg but evil!
I went to my friendly neighborhood bank to

Jessica Mathews
The Washington Post
There is nothing about global warming
that should make ita partisan issue, though
it is sliding toward becoming one, as many
corporate and real estate interests are likely
to be hurt by doing nothing as by curbing
emissions. The more countries unite in the
effort to sropglobal warning, the more adverse parties will unite in the effort to di vide count ires. What's most troubling is
that by and large we (legislators, the public,
the media and many industries) are ill
equipped roseparate the serious arguments
from the phonies and red herrings that
dominate what passes for a greenhouse debate.
Chief among the latter is the effort w
debunk the issue by discrediting those who
are concerned about it. House Majority
Whip Tom Delay, R-Texas, explains this
year's Nobel prize in chemistry to the discoverers of chlorofluorocarbons' role in
ozone depletion as "nothing more than the
Nobelappeasemem prize" awarded because
Sweden is "a n extremist environmental
country."
A second strategy is the appeal to selected scientific opinion, in this case, to a
group of about half a dozen men and women
who believe that global warming won't
happen or will pose no problem.
This tiny handful of individuals providesalmost all the expert ammunition for .
the debunkers and testimony for the fossilfuel industry. Their voices, incalculably
amplified by editors and producers seeking
"balance," give the impression of a scientific debate that simply no longer exists.
One can always find a few qualified
contrarians on any scientific frontier. But if
you subtract the ideologues and the self-

interested on both sides of this issue, you
find that the overwhelming body of expert
opinion now takes greenhouse warming as
a serious challenge to man and nature's
long-term well-being, by a ratio of 20,50or
a 100 to one. That doesn't mean they are
right, but such a heavy disproportion has to
be reflected by anyone who deals with this
issue seriously.
The third strategy is tochooseignorance.
For those who want to leave the choices to
others that's okay. But for those who have a
role to play in the debate it is not. Others
brush the issue aside with uneasy and now
somewhat tired jokes or are satisfied with
their own instincts: "Warming and blizzards? Droughts and floods? Give me a
break." (Counter-intuitive perhaps, but
true.)
Global warming is an international securityissuewithstupendouseconomicand
ecological stakes. Directly involved are some
of the global economy's largest industries:
thdossil-fuel business, banking and insurance industries, with trillions of dollars of
assets, are potentially at risk.
Other industries, agriculture, for example, and national economics are scarce! y
less affected. All parties need to be able to
address questions on behalf of the public or
private i merest they represent for which
there are as yet no satisfactory answers.
It is time and past to move beyond the
JOkes, the sneers, the name-calling, the
know-nothingism and the false controversies and on to the real choices.
The solid body of scientific evidence
obliges us to ask what we're going to do
about global warming and how much we
are willing to pay. Or will we allow our
political policies to judge the evidence we
see?

Jamie Aurlcchlo
The Carroll News

Let me make four things clear: 1. Scott
Norwood's kick was long enough and just a
little wide. 2. If we had one more quarter of
footballagainst the Redskins we would have
won. 3.Anytime you turn the ball over four
times in a game you are going to have a
rough time winning. 4. We were winning at
half time.The net result of these four pomrs
still comes out to zero.
There's really not enough time to explain. Let me sum up: The Buffalo Bills
went to four Superbowls. I will never forget
where I was, what the scores were, and most
imporranrly,all the people tharfelt the need
to rub my face in defeat.
"Heywhat'sthenewareacode in Buffalo?
0-4-4."

Last year, God granted Buffalo a respite.
He looked down on the NFLanddecided we
all could use something different. We got
another NFC blowout. This year God went
with an old rivalry: Steelers vs. Cowboys.

We got yet another case for brilliant theorists who say the NFC is just plain better.
"Hey, somebody he epsjorget ting to tell the
AFC it's not a best ofseven series."
But I wanted the Steelers to lose. Misery
loves company, right? What better way to
solve my unresolved childhood issues than
the talking cure?
Me: Hi my name is Jamie and I know the
pain of my team losing the Superbowl.
Support group Hi Jamie.
Me: I guess the hardest thing lS just letring go. I keep lookmg up the scores in the
Almanac and praying there's a printing error. I've even sat in from of a computer and
made fake headlines that say"Bills win the
big one". But enough about me, I'd like to
welcome our ncwmembers,a ll Steelers fans.
Support group Hi Steeler Fans!
Steelerfan #l: Himynameis(yourname
here) and now I know the pain of my team
losing the uperbowl
Me:I feel your pain. Let'sallgather'round
and visualize next year.
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This week the Student Union will
present Fr. Salmi with a proposaltoreorganize thefunding process to student organizations. In my opinion, the ramifications
for the student body, if this proposal is accepted, would constitute the greatest gain
forstudenrrightsduringmyfouryears here.
The current system for funding.srudent
union chartered organizations is centralized in the office of the director of Student
Activities. Students have no formal input.
The SU charters and disciplines all student
organizations, yet holds no formal author-
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charter or freezing their university funds.
The inability of the SU to play a positive
role in relation to chartered organizations
is largely responsible for the chronic tension between the SU and chartered organizations. It appears the current fundingsystemfaciliratesthisdivisionamongstudents.
Several reasons surface as to why this funding system should be reorganized to optimize student input:
l. Students have a right to share in the
appropriation of university funding rosrudent organizations because the money that
is appropriated to organizations is money
raised from the very students who receive
the benefits.
2. Currently, the SU has no real incenrive to enforce chartered service-while organizations who do not fulfill their chartered services do not deserve university support, theSU is not the agency that funds the
organizations. The SU does not wish to
serve as a police force for the poltcies and
requirements of a university that systematically excludes the SU from formal input
or voting rights.
In short,without the authority reappropriate funds to student organizations, the
SU can nor serve legitimatesrudentgovernment to the chartered organizations. In
accordance with most jesuit universities
across the country (see the proposal in SU
office), the student body deserves a student
government with the authority to appropnate university funds to organizations.
The democratic nature of the SU insures
that all students have a voice.
3. The self -governing that will result
from a funding system with real student
inputwillenhancerhedevelopmentofleadership skills. Hard decisions will have to be
made, and student leaders will have to take
responsibility. The give and take of such a
process will instill the courage to make d ifficult decisions, and a greater appreciation
for the way in which organizations make
decisions.
4. A funding system with real student
input will also lead to greater unity among
the student body. Right now, many student

ganizations to care about the activities will dures are now illegal in some states, and a
invariably expose the organizations to is- woman can be convicted of child abuse for
sues besides those merely pertaining 10 using illegal drugs during pregnancy.
themselves, hence, leading to a more uni- While these rights are far from the right to
fied and cohesive student body. We believe life, the legal status of unborn children inthat a fundingsysrem willenhancerheaca- creases in this country.
demic dialogue at this university.
With continued efforts, we will obtain
A respected, legitimate, and united SU is full legal rights for unborn children, but we
the bestmeansbywhichstudenrscan voice need ro keep fighting for these innocent
their concerns, and make jCU their own. victims. Onlybyshowingourunwavering
Questioning policies that affect our lives, support can we win this war on the unborn.
accepting the responsibility to make tough
decisions, and attempting to create a sys- M. Katherine Lynch
tern that will facilitate a sense of belonging Class of 1999
to the world are the actions essential to the
formation of character and moral leaderStudent disagrees with '1tlts
ship, and coincidentally, the very goal of
and Misses" selection
Jesuit education.
Iwas troubled by the listing in thejan.25
John Cranley
CN of the Amazing Ronaldt as a "Miss."
Student Union president
Perhaps his 30 minute performance was
short, but nevertheless all the studems(and
Editor's Note: Letters m support of this pro- there was a &ignificant crowd by the end of
posal were written by Liza Doty. Bridget the show) who showed up had an enjoyable
Garvin, Ryan D.Lynch, Dan Rich,Ma rty But- time. Further, it angers me that Kate
ler and Eric Chip rich.
Robmson planned an mcredible Welcome
Back Week, and all the "Hits and Misses"
column
gave it was a "Miss" for an activity
Anti-abortion battle continues
which deserved a "Hit." The Amazing
In the 1857 Dred Scott case, the Supreme Ronaldi was truly amazing.
Court decided 7-2 that black people were
not legal"persons" according to the Consti- james K. Sullivan
tution. In 1973, the Supreme Court dec1ded Class of 1998
that unborn babies were not legal "persons"
according to the Constitution. Should we
The Carroll New~ welcomes letters
allow history to repeat itself?
to the ed1tor. as it is our way ol
january 22 marked the twenty-third anknowing whilt you like or dislike
niversary of the Roe vs Wade Supreme
about the CN. the Cilmpus or l1fe in
ge•lerill. We requ1rc that letters be
Court decision. This is a good opportunity
submitted by noon Mondily. in the
for us to reflect on the issue of abortion in
CN office. to be eligible for
our country.
publication.
Letters Ciln illso b~
Since rhelegalizationof abortion in 1973,
S lJ I> 111 i t t (' (I
1 1 il
C • 111 il i I
t 0
over 28 million American children have
CNLETTERS JC>axa.jcu.edu
been murdered within the womb. That is
Letters will be <lCCepted ilfter noon
twemy-five times as many Americans as
on Monday on I; 11 there IS iidditiOilill
spilce <nilildble. We reserve the
died in the Revolutionary War, the Civil
rigl1t to <·d1t letter~ for clari!\ or
War, World Wars I and II, the Korean War,
space con;,idcr,lliOib. Letter~ must
and the Vietnam War combined.
IJe ;,igned and accompdnicd b) 10ur
Fortunately, the rights of the unborn
phone number.
child have slowly increased in the last de-
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L.
Witness to Accident? Looking for two Good Samaritans
who assisted after auto-pedestrian accident at Okalona
and Miramar on Dec. 16,
1994. Please call Atty.
McCamley at 861-0022 .

The Carroll News, February 1, 1996

Any campus organization
can raise up to $1000 by
earning a whopping $5.00 I
VISA application. Call 1 800-932-0528 ext. 65
Qualified callers recieve
free T-shirt

Break, '96. Cancun Mexico
from $339 Pa1alla City
Beach from $129 Includes
daily beach parties aro great
discolllts! (800) 998-TOUR.
Get a group of 14 together
arx:l you travel free!

JOB AVAILABLE! Nanny Babysitter needed. Enerwanted for third grade girl, getic and playful for 3-yearjust minutes from JCU. Must old. Very flexible hours and
have reliable transportation. good pay. Five minutes
Hours 7:00 A.M. - 8:30 A.M. from John Carroll but must
aro 3:00P.M. - 7:00P.M. with have own transportation.
some additional hours for Duties include playing,
running errands at your reading stories, taking mall
convience. Good pay, nice trips and going to the park
people, great perks! Possibil- in the springtime. No cleanity for summer employment ing or cooking. Inquire also
also. Call Vince Gennaro about summer babysitting
963-5520 days.
job. Please call 381- 6320.

Telemar1<eters wanted: East
side company looking for
enthusiastic reliable workers to sell Rolling Stone
Magazine to our existing
customers. No cold sales
just easy money. We can offer you: automated phones,
monthly incentives, weekly
bonuses, guaranteed base
rate, friendly atmosphere,
Mon.- Thurs., from 6:00 10:00 P.M. plus one weekend. Opportunity for ad vancement, and Chagrin Iocation. We are ideal for college students looking to
earn up to $15 per hour and
gain useful experience for
future employment! Call today for an interview. 2927010

Orange Village. Part time
week days and some Saturday evenings. Nonsmoker, own transportation. References. Call3494772.
Gurple Peanut, Fire truck!

Needed! Seeking child care
in our home for our three
young children one morning
per week. We pay well for
responsible, loving care.
Walking distance from
Gesu/JCU. 381-7584
Free T-Shirt + $1000! Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities & groups.

Ne ed e d :Ni g ht ime
babysitter for 3-4 days a
week. Sleeping arrangements available. Ten yearold boy. Hours: 6:00 p.m.8:30a.m. Call John at 3822639 or voice mail at 4856862.

Adorable 14-month-old boy
Party on the Beach- Spring looking for a babysitter in

try to make more time
instead of waiting for my
Sana ride. Ringle
Hey Bridgie! It's good to lq)ow
that some things never
dla1ge. -Yer ole' roomie
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"I want some flowers for my
wife In a container too
heavy to throw.•
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SUMMER ORIENTATION
ADVISORS WANTED
ALL THOSE SOPHOMORES,
JUNIORS OR SENIORS
INTERESTED
WHEN: MAY 28TH - JULY 15TH*
STIPEND: $1 ,000 PLUS ROOM
AND BOARD
SELECTION PROCESS:
1. Review of Applications- Feb. 19
2. Interviews - Feb. 22 and Feb. 23
3. Selections to be announced the
week of Feb. 26

* You are not able 10 take classes or work during this period

I
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•Jual because 1he dog lbe
your cooking doosn1 mean
you"re a good cook. She
Ukes toilet water. tool"

